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Inspector KELLEY. Just a minute Mr. Chairman, to expand on

some of the discussion we had with Mr. Edgar as to the kinds of
information we are . now getting or not getting from the intelligence
agencies that are responsible for the gathering of intelligence.
We have found, or I have found just before I retired, a very

serious declination in the number of reports we get from the
Bureau and the kind of reports that we get from the Bureau that I
think we should have . We got after the Warren Commission's
recommendation up until 1974 . We have had a great many of them
and they are falling off predictably every month.
Chairman STOKES . Thank you very much, Mr. Kelley . We appre-

ciate your appearance here . At this time you are excused .
Inspector KELLEY. Thank you .
Chairman STOKES . The committee will recess for the noon hour

and we will therefore have recess until 2 p.m. this afternoon .
[Whereupon, at 12:24 p.m . the committee recessed, to reconvene

at 2 p .m.]
AFTERNOON SESSION

Chairman STOKES . The committee will come to order .
The Chair recognizes Professor Blakey .
Mr. BLAKEY . Thank you, Mr. Chairman .
The next witness to be called this afternoon will be former Secret

Service Chief James J. Rowley . Chief Rowley was Director of the
Secret Service from 1961 until his retirement in 1972.
As Director of the Secret Service in 1963 he exercised general

supervision over President Kennedy's trip to Dallas .
Chief Rowley entered the Secret Service in 1938 as a special

agent. He received a master's degree in law from St. John's Uni-
versity in Brooklyn, and in 1939 he was transferred to the Presi-
dential Protective Division . He was named special agent in charge
of the division in 1947, a post he held until he was appointed
Director of the Secret Service in 1961 .
Chief Rowley has served six Presidents during his career with

the Secret Service-Roosevelt, Truman, Eisenhower, Kennedy,
Johnson, and Nixon. It would be appropriate at this time, Mr.
Chairman, to call Chief Rowley .
Chairman STOKES . Would the witness please stand and raise your

right hand and be sworn .
Do you solemnly swear the testimony you will give before this

committee is the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth,
so help you God?
Chief ROWLEY. I do .

TESTIMONY OF JAMES J. ROWLEY
Chairman STOKES . Thank you . You may be seated .
The Chair recognizes Counsel Leodis Matthews .
Mr. MATTHEWS . Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Rowley, in 1963 where were you at the time of the John F.

Kennedy assassination?
Chief ROWLEY. I was at the Treasury law enforcement training

school's graduation luncheon, a restaurant in Washington, D.C. I
was summoned to the telephone and was informed by Mr. Behn,
who was at that time agent in charge of the White House detail,
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that the President was shot . I immediately notified Mr. Bob Wal-
lace, who was Assistant Secretary of the Treasury, in attendance at
the luncheon, of the nature of the telephone call, and both of us
immediately proceeded to the East Wing of the White House,
where Mr. Behn's office was located .
Mr. MATTHEWS. What did you do in regards to assigning respon-

sibility for the assassination to anyone in the Secret Service?
Chief RoWLEY. I spoke to Paul Paterni, the deputy chief, and

asked him who was the nearest inspector to Dallas, Tex ., having in
mind that time was of the essence . He reported back that Inspector
Kelley was just leaving Louisville, Ky. We were able to reach
Inspector Kelley at the airport and told him to proceed immediate-
ly to Dallas .
Mr. MATTHEWS. At the time you made that assignment to Inspec-

tor Kelley, did you give him any specific instructions of what he
should do when he reached Dallas?
Chief RowLEY . I did not speak to him, but I am quite sure that

Deputy Chief Paterni did . Paterni told him to take charge of the
investigation, which was also my thought at the time we decided to
send him there .
Mr. MATTHEWS. Soon after Inspector Kelly arrived in Dallas and

began his investigation, you received a communique through the
mail, an office report, indicating that there had been a Chicago
investigation of some Cubans?
Chief RowLEY . I did not get that.
Mr. MATTHEWS. Mr. Rowley, let me just call your attention to

JFK F-419, a document I believe that I have supplied you earlier .
Chief RowLEY . Yes .
Mr. MATTHEWS. Have you had occasion to read through that

report?
Chief RoWLEY . Yes, Sir .
Mr. MATTHEWS . That report indicates that you received it shortly

after the assassination . It was entitled, "Possible Involvement by
Quentin Pino Machado in a Conspiracy to Assassinate JFK."
Did you review that report?
Chief RowLEY . I do not think I reviewed that report. I did not see

my initials on it, so therefore I have to assume I did not review it .
Mr. MATTHEWS . I also call your attention to JFK F-422, a docu-

ment which you also have in your possession, entitled, "Chicago
Investigation of Cuban Groups Alleged To Be Involved in the As-
sassination of President John F. Kennedy."
Do you have any recollection of having received and reviewed

that report?
Chief RowLEY. I think my initials are on that report which

would indicate that I did read it, but I have no immediate recollec-
tion.
Mr. MATTHEWS. Did you receive any report about the agents'

performance in Dallas?
Chief RowLEY. We did receive reports from time to time on

Dallas, but which specific report are you referring to?
Mr. MATTHEWS. Well, did you receive a report indicating how the

agents had performed at the time that the shooting episode oc-
curred in Dealey Plaza?
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Chief ROWLEY. The report indicated that they performed ade-
quately under the circumstances. The action of Agent Clint Hill,
that he was attempting to take some action, is indicative of the
agent's response .
Mr. MATTHEWS . Did you play any role in supervising the investi-

gation itself?
Chief ROWLEY. No, Sir .
Mr. MATTHEWS . I want to call your attention to what has been

marked as JFK F-423, "Secret Service Organizational Chart," off
to your right . In your opinion, would the Service have been orga-
nized in substantially the same manner in November of 1963?
Chief ROWLEY. Yes .
Mr. MATTHEWS . Would Mr. Kelley's position on the chart have

indicated that he had authority in the field office to direct that the
agents conduct whatever investigation he felt was necessary?
Chief ROWLEY. Yes, sir, he had that authority .
Mr . MATTHEWS . Did you ever establish any other panel or re-

viewing board or authority for the Dallas investigation?
Chief ROWLEY. Offhand, I do not recall any review panel, unless

you have in mind what I heard this morning, that Mr. Kelly
conducted a meeting in which they discussed the intelligence
aspect of the Service .
Mr. MATTHEWS . Did that meeting occur in Washington?
Chief ROWLEY. I believe it did . It would have, been at the PRS

office.
Mr. MATTHEWS . What was the purpose of that meeting?
Chief ROWLEY. Mr. Kelley described it in this morning's hearing .

I was not aware of it at the time. Today is the first time I became
aware of the meeting.
Mr. MATTHEWS. At the time of the assassination, had the Secret

Service established any procedures for the handling of physical
evidence?
Chief ROWLEY. I think basically they handled the phyusical evi-

dence as they would any other evidence, particularly evidence in
the criminal field.
Mr. MATTHEWS . Mr. Kelley mentioned that there was some con-

fusion as to what the scope of the Secret Service investigation was.
What authority did the Secret Service have to participate in the
investigation?
Chief ROWLEY . We were involved in the investigation in that we

had the responsibility of protecting the President . The reason for
my dispatching Mr. Kelley to Dallas was to supervise the investiga-
tion, to ascertain the facts as quickly as possible .
Mr. MATTHEWS . The Chief of the intelligence branch of the

Secret Service testified before this committee that he was removed
from his position for what he interpreted as the failure of his
mission . Were you responsible for his removal?
Chief ROWLEY. In the course of reorganizing the protective re-

search division itself, and because of the infusions of additional
agents into that division to handle and evaluate the many reports
from the CIA and FBI that we were receiving at that time which
required considerable supervision, we assigned an inspector to su-
pervise the whole operation until the workload became less de-
manding .
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Mr. MATTHEWS. Did you make any effort to close off the Texas-
Mexico border?
Chief ROWLEY. My first reaction was to ask the Immigration and

Naturalization to close off the border between Texas and Mexico .
Mr . MATTHEWS. And at the time you made that request, what

thoughts did you have as to what should be done?
Chief ROWLEY. At that time, because of the proximity of the

border to Dallas, I thought that there might be the possibility of
someone escaping via that route.
Mr. MATTHEWS. In your own mind, in discussions with the per-

sons convened on your staff to discuss the Secret Service role in the
assassination, were there any thoughts that perhaps a person of
international character may have been involved in the assassina-
tion?
Chief ROWLEY. There were those thoughts, and that was one of

the reasons why I asked Immigration and Naturalization to close
the border .
Mr. MATTHEWS . When the Warren Commission was established,

you selected Mr. Kelley to be the liaison person?
Chief ROWLEY . Yes, Sir .
Mr. MATTHEWS . Why did you make that selection?
Chief ROWLEY. Why? Because it was a natural selection, inas-

much as he was in Dallas to conduct the investigation, and would
be familiar with what might be required by the Warren Commis-
sion, and therefore would be of great assistance to them.
Mr. MATTHEWS . As Chief of the Secret Service, did you ever

make any attempts to meet with the person in charge of the FBI
and formulate a strategy for investigation?
Chief ROWLEY. I did meet with Mr. Hoover and, we reaffirmed

the longstanding cooperative relationship between our two agen-
cies .
Mr. MATTHEWS . Did you have any input on a strategy of investi-

gation for the Warren Commission?
Chief ROWLEY. I think we did prepare something for the Warren

Commission . Specifically I do not recall, but I have in the back of
my mind such a report .
Mr . MATTHEWS. Mr. Kelley has already testified to some exhibits

I would like to identify for the record which you have a copy of: of
JFK F-414, of JFK F-415, of JFK F-416, F-417, and F-418, a series
of reports which his testimony has indicated involved the Secret
Service investigation of the Cuban plot to assassinate the Presi-
dent .
Were you aware of those reports during the course of the Warren

Commission investigation?
Chief ROWLEY. No, I have no recollection of them.
Mr. MATTHEWS. Do you have any recollection of having reviewed

those documents?
Chief ROWLEY . No, Sir. You mean at that time, or recently?
Mr. MATTHEWS. At the time that the documents were generated.
Chief ROWLEY. No.
Mr. MATTHEWS . Did you work out any agreement as to which

files would be supplied to the Warren Commission?
Chief ROWLEY. That was left up to Inspector Kelley, since he was

the one most familiar with what documents. In fact, he was direct-
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ed to comply with all the requests that were made by the Commis-
sion to the Secret Service for reports .
Mr . MATTHEWS. Were there any restraints on his authority to

produce reports?
Chief Rowley . There was no restraint on his authority.
Mr . MATTHEWS. Mr. Chairman, at this time I would move for the

admission of JFK exhibits F-419 through F-422, and request the
chairman's approval to make a subsequent submission .
Chairman STOKES. Without objection they may be entered into

the record at this point.
[The information follows :]
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JFK EXHIBIT F-420

' UNITED STATES SECRET SERVICE
TREASURY DEPARTMENT

alleged Possible Thrsa. Asainst
The President

Transcript of conversation involving alleged threat
against the President fu"misaea by 3-11-17 copies
of which are being furnished the appropriate offices
for discreet background checks and photographs of the
individuals involved to be ootair_sd through the
respaetive FBI offices.

	

This matter has been classi-
fied as "Confidential" by S.4IC 'nouck .

On 11-12-63 info-nn 3-11-17 fur.Lisho~' tais service Ath a t;"paorrttten
ranacrip, of recorded conversation between a trusta3 confl entiinfo:=at of

3-111-17 and one J.A . Kilteer, 212 S. Troupe 3t ., Valdosta, Ga ., t>iephone
:3r-, 4-1357, '--th a Fast Office Box located at 1ait:2n, Ga . ,here this
-,`iviclual had rcn for a political office . This conversation took place on

The contents o: this transcrib_d convo:s_tion - .as talephonically furnished
to S..,IC nouck, Chief's Office, : :ashington, D.C . by SA Jason on L-12-63.
'"'.ocies of sa-s attached to the ori;inal o_° this raror as well as to the copies
o:this -epo zt being sent to the appropriate offices listed render "Distribution" .

SA Jz-icon conferred personally ;,ith SA Leonard Peterson, F31, haami, Fla-
aaJ Sgt. C.H .Sapp, Commaniitts Officer, lntelLgence, police Dept ., iiia-.i,
Fla. re a..~7 Imowledge of the individuals men''4 oned in the transcript of the
conversation involved and the fo]lo"inZ irfor._tion r:as obtained :

J . . . Ziltssr, !-.""its, pals, 4S to 52 ; 5'7'155; ;lasses brown jTasS hair ;
r :=s last seen c',i-3.n a t+ite VoL%swa;on3..=a,, state and tag nu~ar ur'cno*a ;
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_-=lteer is alle-ad to carry a loa3,sd .45 calibre automatic in his
Tae FBI office, Atlanta, is aUe;ed to ?cave background information on

s in::ividual end possible photon apps .

	

If sa_"to -,ra not available through
the Atlanta FBI office, photo raphs ifill probably be available through the
locti newspapers in either Valdosta or ~Ditman, Ga . as he eras a candidate
£or z political offico in that area .

This is one Jack Brown, who is reported to be the ImerdAl
"d o£ the ?i::ie i7.-an, Chattanooga, Tenn. He is described as white; male ;

a'aout 50 to 55 ; 5'7" ; very slim build; re_rr-sh conple ion; sandy hair ; doss
no : : bear glasses; is report .. to operate an older model car :rich is kept
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3-1-1-5563-S
3 .

"3 . P3t3rson an L J~t. Sapp state_, that it Pfowaaz not b3 a')-l'-sable to Contact
. . ._ :.

	

21 ..̂.s he w'- .ll ~ Cam. .a~e t:i3 so- ,,r3' of tn3 infOIL2tion.

Hobart_

	

Andrews, o-arator o : Anal-laws Optical Shoo . 7501 L`: .

52-On

	

:la., eto is s;,mpathetk=-	ri ;ht aria; people but is not
act"vel;- , on;agad with them or iildn~; to b "` 1__n;ified with them .

.r
I^ .̂ connection inith the pro?osad visit o? th3 Pr osi~_ant to i3a7i Beach, r..a.

on "ov.". :rbar 13 ; 1963, the in=o_-.ation contai-nai in this report ,=nd that of the
,, ._ .�cribed conversation has beer. fu-nishsd the aivaslcs a;ents ma''cin; the -
swna.y on this proposed visit . 3 ;IC Bouc_k r=_quistec; that the appropriate
o"=was i. .̂ whose . istric%s praviorsl ;" mention_d ireiividuals resi_e rake discreet
inqui.r-as conc3rain- th3s3 in viduals on the ?BI leval and only, of trusted
enforce_3nt a3encies known to have no sympathetic feelings or a?i.~rae_nts with

or~alizations~such as Fm 7lux i^m or other radical right :Lr; or3ani tions_

S;LIC Bouck also requ3stel' that photo,-rap:is be obtained o_' thass iedividuals
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JFK EXHIBIT F-421

_
4=.

/

_1-V3, Ce~

Chief

	

. :cr . 25, 1953

S:. :att_ .s_. . - Dallas

Irforratien ciutained at the Dallas office

Daring the _nLzrvie» o'_ the subject's »i-`e she y
advised that the ::,I had contacted hcr about .=e location
of her hus-and about 10 days prior to t ::e assassir.atior, and
she had told then t-'-at her :asband wori.ed in the buil4ir.i; from
which the

	

..'rzsid=:t was

	

'.il._ed.

	

S:._ also stated that she had

been interviewed in October and save t. . .: sane basic infer^ation
to the DI .

�'bile I was at the :.office station, I engaged an FBI
agent in a conversation

	

found out that he was on the
subversive desk . He stated that Oswald had cc ., .- -.acted two
known subversive aze:ts about 15 days before t:.e shooting but
the entire information was top secret ar_d he c-11 d not tell us
any nore '.:ut hs felt sure that ti.e fil: would :._ turned over to
our Chief.

The wife also advis°d that she ad seen the rifle that
was used in the shooting at her hone ? .̀,cut thr_e weeks before
the shooting .

She advised that she was a Castro supporter and from..
the interview it was felt t.-.at she is still a hard core
communist .

She stated that lie h_d never

	

ntiored

	

the
"resident but would not rcntion anythin- about shooting
Conna11y .

Sae stated that she did not knc:: the can that ::filled
her husband.

It was felt by the interviewer that s:e was not telling
the truth and still believed in cor^unisr .

riiiliai : ?attersoa
Special ~ "ent
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Charge of the District in which the visit is scheduled . He

coordinates all local activities and works out a minute by

minute schedule for the President's visit . He coordinates,

through the Special Ag,znt in charge of the proposed trip, all

arrangements with the White House staff, with field offices of

the Secret Service, with political party officials and others

directly concerned with the President's visit . He also goes

to the destination of the proposed visit and personally takes

charge of coordination with local law enforcement agencies and

other local officials .

On November 4, 1563, the Secret Service White House Detail

was informed that the President planned to make a trip to Dallas

on November 22, 1963 . Assistant Special Agent in Charge (ASAIC)

Roy H . Kellerman was designated to be in charge of the Texas trip

and Special Agent (SA) Winston G . Lawson was assigned as advance

agent in charge of preparations for the proposed Dallas visit .

Final confirmation of the visit plans was received on November B,

1963 . (See Exhibit I

	

Tentative Itinerary for President's Visit

on November 21-22) .

A . Identification of Individuals Believed Dangerous to the President

The Secret Service has established procedures which are

designed to identify in advance individuals in .the area who might

CONFIDENTIAL
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constitute a threat to the person of the President . These

procedures are initiated as scor. as possible aster definite

notification of a trip is received . They may be divided into

two catagorias : (1) the activities of ch .e Protective Research

Section of the Service, and (2) activities cn the scene of the

visit und;r the direction of the advance agent in charge of

preparations and the special Agent in Charge of the District .

(1) Protective Research Investigation

On November o, the Protective Research Section of the

.i_cret Service, was informed by SA Lawson of the forthcoming"

visit of the President to Texas on November 21-23 and requested

to make a suitable check to see if there were any identified

individuals in the Dallas area imown to th, ;ervica to have

either threatened the person of the President or bean brought

to the ate-~ntion of the Service as persons dangerous to the

President . - A search was, then made of the files to see if any

such individuals were known to be located in the areas whert

the Preside:.-, was to visit (Exhibit 2) . The files of this Section

c:ntaln infurmation on persons who over the years have come to

the attention of the Section as potentially dangerous to the

President . The basic criterion for includin3-an individual in

CCNr'ID£NLIAL
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the PztS file is information which indicates the individual may '

corstitut a t'.ir" ar to the purscn of the President . The Eil's

include a:tonz; oth."_rs, individuals afflicted with mental illness

manifesting itsalf in behavior hostile to the President, those

who have made overt threats, and those who belong to organized

groups which have specifically advocated assassination of U . S .

public officials .

Tha number of names in the PRS files presently approximates

1,000,000, an unknown number of which are dead or inactive . A

principal source of names is these who have written letters,

sent packages, or made talephcne calls to the White House which

are thouZht to bn threatening, or who have appeared in the vicinity

of the white Rouse making threats or conducting -themselves in a

way to arouse suspicion of hostile intentions . Other razes are

sub.mittad to the Secret Service through established liaison

procedures by the F .B .I ., the C .I .A ., and state- and local police

departments .

Frc.a tha basic PPS files, certain names of seriously dangerous

individual-, are selected and also maintained in a trip file .

This ill= contains approximately 100 high risk individuals . It

is constantly changing as new na=es or new information is received .

CONFIDENTIAL
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nvy:~"O Liss
:t iz wtttci7pate- th-"t

	

be
2-1-25 .5 to T=.

	

zrn-%

	

be
7.2at'-Zis may tz-ka ?!Ace i-- t'.-.e

	

the C.:bzz

CJ _29 of tlhi3 rl;c7t =-e beimg z2mt to t.12

	

-J : --Zca ii=- Z ~__OW 2f
files, as tcv- uzz ::O=er

	

Of

COOZ =0 lawg sue': to

	

7et-.*it, cr=d Rwpi~iz, xf..
t:--a raquast: thzt

	

ba _,ma at-
C__

	

as, Sta.~_, jj a7ca-:a ,

	

d.- of
--.=Ztiam a-- the slz;3c7: za

CZ;ias cf t', t - rs';art axe azzo 'Zz!.a~

	

to tha S'-Zf'-Ize O=cs,

-c2 :'e'~7'=St

	

t ths"

	

Im- imflst-~Zatiom ax the

	

-.at. O, m.tz-
:egaz~-L=C

	

c:!-- . :, ;- -t, - 11

	

the azt-.L=t h1-
' t .: 7

of t'.-is czz-

	

-I '--a c~-t-lized-

C=t4---ae ia Chi-3p for

	

7,ztacts wit~
tz

	

=2°_t-23 'OetNaer-

	

5:'id:2= T--"acts

WafV
Es=L
TOAZ
1-atzCt.t

-7A

c7t.T . L
2 Cos

CC'S
cz , s

Z _'s
cc : s

? ca
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:a L-'.;-,a'.oa rr ~tn,""T~+,than S=rr±_a. ! ".r.1, 71a.
:vine the !so- of Zxoro Sa=e- 7a1"'=-.-!a r-hovt :ia
T. not !n tyeir fecal am.-
Cent-.41 Office, ifashinsttan, D.C . co r':' ad:~se tan
localiaa of t.'tia i71e.

	

Me ?rnaaiseo BL---:co s sub-
~oat. case is sczeona ither than the

	

:31a -lco
-^-r+ naad in CC.-230,255. The F-inciaco Manco aC
rote.-sat in this inveatigatlon has Seen tantati:-sir
1=antifled es Sun ?:-aa-~eo o~nc~"e^a.:_sa . a rs_!.or
of the Stts'ant asvolationarT CL^sctac"at2 a: glad, -"la .

3t_faronca in eaa to M=erts iatat 3. -53 h7 ".:earl
"la:i =-na

--ha:'a.-1e a;:

	

~. _ . ...._ . . ._L. . ..

c .̀t

	

`-IG~" .~~3~ i~.ii_; =as raie of 3-1-14

	

a."1 to
-.3 Rot o' re-cord.

On t^o aa:a d*to, rstioris or t`--3 MS, 2lmm+i, Fla. failri :o ils'nsa t'.-.at t=a
_=a cf %lliva-.:, .̂have.':=a Kas in th±s di3trict .

	

SA Charlcs ^:r1l-._i_a, 2.145 .
~lvi=ad that Val]ivic-icheTarria, ca; have 4--en c t:malent t:.rou h ;;"i ari '.^ia
_:i would have been for.;wrSoi to the office rd",are ha ,.rs to establish re-jWow.a .

. r_^a ;;ee la3 state! that :! this ,a_-tic:ur C11o :as rat in v.~rictvo t; av the±^
_, .`.r11 Of=eoftt: ;sa`s~-zon O.C . wotL-i be Wile to

	

er,.act ionaiio.^, of
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on 12-1-1-63 the reNzitinj a6-="- dlncrcaL~j* intervI-e%4W ---oicjsco
Blazco r-entlaned in CC-2-30,15,5- He- is c-az-.*rt2,r- r

	

a Z711.1 S . ,, .ezidi]M4 -1htt St., XJ.M-4 , ?la. FrM:&XcO IUZM== is dcsczdled aa - w/=; ?*aorto Rican;
5 ; 5 1 6 1 , y;0;terra ey"pailvar gvr=7 halr; daric ccmplc<:Lon ; artheitic

ioaai 0z nnadwi is nip. since 19Z7-- A.% xL= be obsex-red, the Francisco
Maws described above ig S=eCIM4 Other t .`laa the Fr,-OCi3CO BLlZCO Of
interest in. this :=M0QqwK=-

-7
On 12-12-63 through a confidential sour-ce Lnq,ii,-, ;aa ma!2 or -, ,I&

Dl-~ectorzta) at Mia=-', Fla., ,-' it iA3 daterminad tttat thi3 orgartizatio--?-as a member -t-== an Z.ua= Frza--Isco Rl P- =-7armanda-z- ,
L3ter On tl3is -,=a data the can=dantial- =t=--3 --,do parsonaL contact.- 'At: Ju=

	

t,:=-='h a ,45:^=t
:rite hi=' la.-mcd that h* had been- in C:;ca.-^c ar.-.p=d=atc:.7' two .:~cz --,o..

02SPA20 0 00 head of the =iLiez-r ;h=-3 of' tha 3t.-oat .
D:Lrectormte at

	

7-"a-

Ca 12-13-53 t-':a 12.3 4'1 1- ol Jean: ilrarcizoo

	

ca ,

	

, -

	

,
96= =3

	

it li3C-lC383
= -"-13-61 thl-Jugh Cabam Pa 37---rt X0. LS7334 vaj-1 -' =itil

Fs is desk:b eti as W/=; C--Ian ; Xz'	- ' 19 all===*. r .:Zgqj

	

dal 2io,
~ ; lba ; 5=i ; 1-70 ; hl--- eyes ;" b2a-,&- e--aj&ht taj-- '.JBALg--, 0,L Gas aide.

	

At_a toz CZ Ns mot:j, h* ass detainad Ifor violaGion. of tia
Fe -xa3 zubzeqa=l-17 zi-van an i:=de.CLnite parola . .at - F23: ^--'b=-

7-'- fl-13 'L--t-.ar dilsclona3 that juw 7--aaciaco
-iLoa, with scnrcateen ot2L--- me: .::ers of tile J .L . z'.' e- -

	

Pate'.: Ln a. rau-

	

'Is

	

Of Ha7ana,
Cu!:~a' Oa

3-25-62-

,-- 111-U-52 Tcrna~e=

	

!r:to tta

	

AX-.ti- .z he Vzz

	

-
QC- 5333TWO, Cc 3RD Q, 2 .~t Maf. Raee'

az--,
J .1: :: ::.: .̂, Z- .Czx .

Of -aiz act-'-,ra se--,, 4-zv ia tha U.S . Az::7

	

rot =iwn,

	

is nie ?1mct
-3 Ol: his

	

S010 03 '?lscaar'_-e ZZ-cm, 1,111:2 U.C .

	

11a 'ra-- '.;z=
Lt laa=i ' :"P-

	

;Or hi3

	

...̂ -:tp to C:Iiaa;-O an:i hc is- -zz-=tIj tl .c L.=-, of tLo

	

secticn 0i t:c 'L .R= .

7ozrnardcz ;mz

	

aia are-, ,-hjj:jt"
couxca am! he identi-'Izi :LL:. ar. tha -ru:j ' Cal.: Lq T=tjz=.

Has

	

rTnr--luc~ and cop4es ar. aLtezhed lnazmto for- uza". .3 Clh-JC'S.!;O cf=cc.

C-;L`z of thi3 Z-02c-~-t -"0 beir,3

	

-1 :~,:Ul 7 . j . J. a
'

	

" dzter-Ing.5 =-:7 ;;o r=Aa at thO tee:

	

of -". ' :z Ll 1-1 3a-ort to-he !:~:s fils of :?w-a--3o Sa-z-zal
7Zr :'r.O i :3 located t2horo . For do infoz--ation Of t'-, o

	

Bo_.. n-':::=.. . .̂ ir. also :r--o ;.m as

	

S. Eahev-,x-zia =a iz

	

az

	

Cubzn;tic_ co, Caz-L---ua7, Cuba ; 5--; ; 1&0 ; ply ._
T'-- S n=bcz- AL-12364~3 .
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-

	

Photo-ra^,ha Of JLLwn. '-`3nCi3ca z'_'1:co-:azr-a=ioz ar^ attach-i for
C~dlcaga zr.3 , i~?ssa otherd-Ise di.act4--l thtz invsati;;at"_

	

is o.1o3sd 1.z

_

	

Chicago' Photograph' Of ~.a1C0~CC.Z'13.
SYie3.

'Note;

	

l�a=xcs* a Man=-?~-tandea is the cLt.=for of to td-l! taiT
branch of trs D.B.Z. in

	

has

	

oa to _acarro .;. have
been for tho ,puraoea of sec:r+_n�r

	

' taz; aYai~:-t:-t f'_ a T:,-=a3
2oaele7-. If the. Caicago office desi=s a dix-eat int.-C-al ew 4ti
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5'1*,-, -.~-

c-2-3L,-.2c
Ftel

	

055'-=	Chicago

	

F_rr. \40 .

Cased
_=M"- -rCV

	

11.

	

?=-Co CC=M _viaes tit ,--4 ,
=ag^ r i'-

^'
cle

	

1:/29 - 1?t'^/o3

	

~

	

Iae cT.a~i CS.a~3
:~=~' _CY :S:c 3:

	

asaal-+=s-t~c of

__=z g--=:a

	

b.

	

TwerL-

x
Z--far--=t 2-1-266 ac-rised ai .-.eeti-3s bat-ees -c---Ls :?osL
" ". ~ar. .er Si2: e2-ria: aa also be:':r_z `!as'ip

	

-
~MzmSao

	

is a leads-
:.:1.

	

his e==esse'-4
a..^-terest 3 eb-autzma:iz weacoms r det.̂ .a =crsj

a-.J

	

es- ?e f^ml-e: 9:a' ^ r . -,

	

of :Zeze
id

	

e ca a czcbasis z3 t`at =a cre~ilt':as
stated ttat Mrosla? 1:a4 been t01::L

that there . -as 3."!^g tc be an ac--= take= '07 the, Cam=
g=-Mp. i- 90 day--, fcr d~Lcz ac:"-cm the C..a` dr had =eed cf
e=plosi--. _3s sest=ga=c has >s~..ab_shr± :hat z'-e-_ is
no apt=-=t Ticlatic r.~ which the uaited States Se=-2t
Se-r-74-ca has et^s3=et:ec,.Tother ?-^z ag_a~ssr which rr, .
be- excar--ed a-e'ce-5 M.CT-Ied -it!: copies Cf - .is
and .̀veetigatis'

	

-e u: 3- Secret Se:^ce :a~':--g
terti=ated . .

?T

	

-

	

is =zc-_

	

he - -. r"or- c= - eci~ =.g-..̂ts zd::a__ _- T.'c_r ,-a
.icsec .-. _ . `:c=7Lr ,:x ., -dated =ace.:he : 3,1953 .

Ca ?fm--per 30, 1?$3s .

	

;-^r-: 2-1-255 Z%'ised that .
-=-s_

	

vo.ie, a

	

= ..j' S--ches=-r:a we=e .	a meet_.3 o be held
-i_'1543 at the Chicago T--sit Au:ho~_ :, stay ^, L221 pies :

ar s::=

	

^'cago, T?~-ois . _ .?s lee:-3 ::as to :is ?lace bet:- ".=-;

___ n._<: Page

1-2-3-S
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2:00 arc..' 5 : :G ?=. ., ="' ='T es=t-],7 "~ to =e he'- beca"_Se

	

hal
=.::.a:ec "..̀art them vas sa!=3 =o "

	

"
be a h.,	~=. 9o dam. .

.

	

a=d
Schwa__:a : 3wa__:a : 3_:a : 3 vas "=.-ere:-d '=:err-1--sires. :he s17^1_^2-
a=ce oZ the above state=e=t 13 not

	

cr as =+' this Writ-g .
~this saga date, sct`er check of the aZicago ?oi?ce 7e:a_-'. .. .eat

:''roof of SU3ped micas Mosl.q revealed a record for FosZa7 =der the n,=aa,
.`?a c f tes. and reflected -at 1= ?~~-. 1959 aosIsp, a=as ?? lcc.

^~^
;e

m. a..-sted for iUeg' passe3sia of fMarcus licease plz-as a`
:̀at "tin= -s car was searled a=& aac^'_ie g---s Were fwd a=d Xcsle7 had
been tamed car +�c the dlcchol and Tebxao Ta= 71.-izicz of the 1=ter-tal
Rave--e 5err!ce-

	

-

Czt thd3 see date, 9pera' 4=t'" ia;ter lagers of to ?e?"z? 3rreau. C°L'-restiga::- vu a^-iced

	

-e :ass.JL ee .g het'.:ae- M=aler and
^eon.--a cmIIeeraer 1, 1963 " 5o-t-al Lyon; ?ogers was also ad.Ised of
the cassi}L~ .=egottacica for the saSe c£ explosives, and he -di=ted't:=t
to the-bet of his aere-rr cum,

	

a 3e:*er of the 71~et

	

e
~s~.a-:e ~evaL ..=ca~c

	

exa Ncrr= zar .?a,~ accut isr cr r-e
~c-"ths a-y e arj ::ac beer. :z

	

:age. Mc:~. =ad expressed. am _tere3t '. .:
cc'~ - ..g detcaators and had bees 'r . ..~ is v=Zhllgar-

	

`---g :a '^
da

	

SSec z= dgen .. 3egers was tal3 that t.=2 3arrics ~cz3d keep
_3 a;rrcT i= c-.red cf am, de.-:elccreats . 3cgerz Stated. that = we lea.e
'se yes of

	

ozboaizat`cs aert: .cced by yes-? or ---a~=3� .
-he 7731 wau-,A i.se is 1aa areas: then.

Ca facmbe= 1, 1963, at y'45 p.a ., Ttia:,as !rosleT can chserred sitt'i:-S
1960

	

i= the pa-,k_'=3lot behi=d the Chicago
.:..hcrit7- staaa at 4221 ties. i_-rerseT Avenue, C=r.Sc,
5 :0,1 p=. 3~rser S. .e7 -a a--=,7e<. `= tih_s 1957 red and White -mavrolet .
=s strappped yew to :-.=slev and gor i3 -* he car with Los?irp . it 5 :24 3) .= .,

=era---_a got out of Mosle;'s aut=cbile, got -:-s ^-3 as cs, prkmd it,
a=d then Walked _t, -we bus station,. dressed hs U=iftar-_, apc>=_=.a-hT
:a go to .crk.

3asi a-'=7, the

	

at this meet-g:

3Gerar-ria .az late and vas war-4-s-4 about he3g tally _°

	

his has: ra-,
ticsley ird_;cated o Eciera-:"=a that Yoale7Ts associates wers -terested!.
asdng over the fi.azcial bae"s_=g of -zchavazr'a-'s group, and Mosle7 4-44
sated to ?chava-ria that he believed the C,-t,= group had

	

yaw-g;that if these hooZ_s were"....et too big . "Mosley's g:cup could take .
rare of then . N.asle7 also told 3e:2eva-.̂ :a `.':at if tht Groan 6:.ip'.:ad
silt=ed an7 t7pe of pr

	

ssa-r note "'.: nap backers or b-'sers, Moslep's -
r_ganizatica cc-aid pa= off the note . wosle7 also told Echevarria 'hat he,
Mto3leT, was onli a Intact -aa, r^_mner, and a^=orcer _°er Moslep's orga.-L=a.-
'tica, but if zcherarriz ca_3 s-'.=3 the fi:a:.ci al bacldzg e_' :. e cc_aas to
.1aaley's jecple, Xcslep ; :cLL:d assure_ _chera=-:a of a share of the =rofita_
?1cs1e7 the- Chided Zcheva.=:a about r.ot va..tt=:g to go bar to C.ia to fl&J'.t,
,z~o-which 3chesa_-1a repii ell that the other pe^le cctL'd do t=e f_3ht-~S,
<_:d -vi:ea the

	

vas ove r _cherazza voic . . ._ . :~tL~

	

o ...Jar
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=-s-3 L,:=L

..csle7 t~:a= tol :L 3c .̂eva,__-

	

cat - . .

	

ccu :i si-g tha f-a:.c a_ bat=~
=r a

	

c:

	

go '--ac= :a GL.a ~~ t~t 'j 7_-of
..=e7 .

r check at We C:-cago Ce=: 3 ,:=eau or- Jecec::er 3, 1563, -=-r_a_ed that
a ~-==LSC :_

	

_"i+ :ia_e -t 1333 South i'ap_	Street, C caga, '
ej} ~:~sdal::: z far:. .S

	

-'~='_4 a: ~hGLS2

	

_,her Mot 3hoL=) C1LeyC . ve .::e ;
ecp

	

d ?et-~=eame~=_ ., !!-'ea. _a~ ; cad hes= th e s:b,t3~ o£ a1e~~.t
'-=q'.=_~7 `' the tar. =a=-."__ :,'fang a 7ecerber 2! :, 1562 .

Cm this

	

_s=e. date, a sear-ca - of thee 2-1-3 of
.u:Tatrl-z~~_.e-~= . SSe'_'T! ce reveal-d.that. or-- :r~Csccz3'1=co, _-rt ... z?-r s~T

~sca, -:a3 c£ rec=d. __ was mated `at: the des~pii= =°this ~:==sca
31a=ca was rot the- save as the sub,;ecs Of the san: to !--L I-e
prar --nor=_ ScaZver, a photag;.z;a was cot-a-= far ?more_ ___-_a arc

Cz~ ixc°- .̂vet L, 1:63, 4- a_-at 2-t-266 ac-~ee
=d a a- ~ca -7 as

";ha acs to wee; ?as-7 oa 'he even-4 --g of :eve=.^er $,

	

63, at
3 : p.=. ., at ':he Lceea Sc_-re T_~4-`i nap ?.c=- Allegad17, .r-s 'Maa'e "l
3 c7er

	

-.a9 to ae sitt~ .~ : tI-e bar ='i
-'d"g a cattle- o£ 3s:.ps'r veer ; hee was to aa-a a pac':cage c= Case

cigarettes as the ?== sip.e: the bctr'--= a_r d a'_ga-ette 'I=--ter :a : .̀_.
_a' .̂':

	

Zos?e7 :zs to ' apprcac:. his mar- a- ask

	

a
the arzwer was aff-,.at=Z, 'lasl_e7-?as to state, "_ azi~31aCL ?cot.,

Cn 2ece::cer j, 1$63,. 2

	

-266 a.-:-7,ised t ;.zt ucs:e7 was a"'i3 to =e't
ell as.;re-_=_I7 a_ _gede 2-1-2.6 ,.-as .=.st~_ctri to =4 ~ -=r a

__

	

about .:_ w_eti=g '-_e-.:-__ :Rosier -a:.° "i

	

.T

	

.

Ca DeceW= $, 1163, Seecz

	

_

	

:'smsas, S . S . 3=-au a..

	

i
nor ^_ra.s

	

obacca
. ._-_ -ccsoLt? _ -__

	

- egsi dea-gs _ `-, .̂a_=
-?aJC3 a_ .. werS C_=..'.=a~._'.'_'.~s~ 7 a7~-32~ o `e i=7?t_53=C a4 c~ '. 'S

	

.
.a:2.

	

cpies 1 the rent} a= --e %.=t2'S, . !iate_ ~ecsv. e- 3, were =ad;
z7viZ Ie : .. bccw of t;else =_.. z^d . .hen ;:e=_ :rsrr_i to keel c

	

s
yfc-aic:. ^ccr dac~=?. ?~

	

dsc`~sia= oath soec4 ?of Macs,
_esu o£ C�.sta:s, he made azailab- 'i es fr- the 3~sa",L r_-i

	

at

	

_
score Cibar arcs actiTty Lm =he past. The foL ce ^g

	

'.vas been
r._.actvec? -_

	

these files :

=_ 3ug"t !561, cce

	

=t 535 ?aseli ..̂e 3z-ad,

	

z
)HChag=n' an,.. ::Co is e^.pic-jed a3 a 57_4 __ -esen`_ati

e
	- _.4

Hi ch:-

	

-,;a3 a^"roacned b ^
_ __.d a

	

ela iZt

	

__-' 1 1:1T')yCsbof:2

	

iiI'_1'__
_

	

c y

	

a;;Z 3+_srec:ed o_ ..ei-.g a leader of a Caban
. . . . ._ .`_ . ._ . was a :es m -2a sta 1=d i

	

._ aac*chi' .

	

_.
.e
_ C-St=s _-_

d not r°==act

	

cm a^_ i.:e-c :z^art "__era? :abc^e . ._,. ., .-.. .̂ ,-~
__ _ ested that

	

ac-	- to .,_tae, '0,000 _'_-1 -_ .as for _^_
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. ..
CO-2-3L, vd),

ca

	

29, 1561, Nlz-
I
~-- ; a

2-11d a77ax_

33c,I=s&3 CjtT, X

	

-:L to discuss a meeti=g

	

-was to be`Oa'
he= ca September 9. 1951 at Cb:L=go.

	

k1so

	

wa3 a. =am :wed
Hart!- alleged-77 f:---? ranza3 cit-j	Cardosowas acti=g at

ee-~--

	

thea.--a prcc-rem,-t -.--c-- 'cr- t 4Lsh

	

mo---mt.--mt.

	

to
7 1~ - A~

	

'4=em -A wasCZ=t=s' cardcso is a matrQ~~--7;a~--7;a _-^cam c:L
2317"ScutL-

	

MJ-4--cis .

C= Se;tam.=ex- 9, 1961, :-mrI--am
-t

	

the :jS.1

	

Rota!j= C_=ga wiltb:
Ca--doSCS

	

-' =-- Dr. CrI2--.dA-=. !*tMMse--t4t4-'7e of tae Cps
W:tjv===&A 1=0. *alla mee-L-- .S was Caaaed fa.- :.he ;T--pose af IA==3Wm=T
on sale cf X=h =tee= Z3 X-1.

	

S=mtades' :'tee
tl--Zwers~' baxcokaz ' a=ct

	

tic= =c= the 5--e.

(` Septa-6-'r 122, 1561, methe= =Pet'=3 was 'a-2, bT the $Imma

	

t.2
d-l zc--, 3z the

	

~ui t77-&

	

a==-

Scme, time :Lee= !--- 17-4-1, e=V--t data

	

Me '

	

t= HM-L. (,--CbfC!7
I

	

same pe--sc-

	

tiZed b7 -731: lga-t Rcgers), who acc--=di--g to the Cu3-':=.z
a 7:~:e Yatic--22 Ccc--j--ZtQ :r of the Direcwlmo Ea-t-A --te

#45 mm-k-I 3'am mmewj7e blazt-'=~ Caps f_=

	

t;n

	

5Dom. a Md!ZZ9
recci-i=g sets

	

were V--, em- to :7ello ties, wao vZ? CS&MI47
took thm to vs

	

:--g a the Cu--t,-=.s file, Moruz had crigi--117
su:-=itte4- hiz r`_-.inst.

'_952, C.

	

ca?s ta Tcse Ca:--:3so (r----tt=ed-tt=ed abc7e)--M-O

on cctcb-- . Z- Marti (nrc*Oa'--T'- -Cr.-e
a-

	

--r'--imcd

	

re-L~ee a_-Sg_c_,
,---g fcr

	

-:u=i=,2-mand

	

---to t:.- "A,::-41 < t7
cf ob t	crfl7e t=.r of am e:qlc3i7- '-vwa u C--

	

atcmt- t~h!.:%
same `-4-e,

	

-11 --Zed-~j s--;:p2.:ed :_a-:i. TO..r -" ic=-,'t: 1,CCO
b:z-s-t:=; caps, z? Mar-m ,--d Ha=-- Q Salazar =e ;orted2.7 went to :"-mi.
I - ' Sg--d!7, these =a-- h2l'- d=!.-, en to ?T--.*=Z-- " 3 residence ar2- r_-- allcged-Z'7

-d---jTe cm to 1-14 =--i artier ream!:'-=j these -'IaZe:taL:S.
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Mr. MATTHEWS. I have no further questions, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman STOKES. At this point the Chair will recognize the

gentleman from Tennessee, Mr. Ford, for such time as he may
consume, after which the committee will operate under the 5-
minute rule .
Mr. Ford .
Mr. FORD . Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Rowley, when you became aware of the assassination, you

requested that the Immigration and Naturalization Service at the
Texas border be alerted . Could you tell us why?
Chief ROWLEY. I just tried to explain that it was a natural

instinct or reaction, if you will, to do that, thinking that there
might be some avenue of escape in that direction .
Mr. FORD . Were there any thoughts on your mind at the time

that there might be an assassin from a foreign government who
would then attempt to escape to Mexico?
Chief ROWLEY. No, not at that time; no, sir .
Mr . FORD. You mentioned a minute ago to the counsel that you

met with the Director, Mr. Hoover, and in talking with him, did
you ever discuss the line of investigation and the exchange of
intelligence?
Chief ROWLEY. That was worked out right after the assassina-

tion, Mr. Congressman, but we already had their cooperation to the
extent that they were able to provide us with intelligence informa-
tion prior to that time .
Mr . FORD . You mentioned earlier that you assigned Inspector

Thomas Kelley--
Chief ROWLEY. Yes, Sir.
Mr. Ford [continuing] . To Dallas for the investigation . Again for

the record, why did you assign Mr. Kelley, dispatch him to the
Dallas-Fort Worth area?
Chief ROWLEY. I assigned Mr. Kelley because he was the nearest

inspector to Dallas at that time . As I explained previously since
time was of the essence, I wanted to send an inspector as quickly
as possible, and Mr. Kelly was the closest one . One of the responsi-
bilities of an inspector is to do precisely what Mr. Kelly did in
Dallas, direct the investigation and the activities.
Mr. FORD. Was he there to investigate who may have been in-

volved in the assassination or to review the performance of the
Secret Service in connection with the assassination?
Chief ROWLEY. He was there to become involved in the investiga-

tion to determine the facts surrounding the assassination .
Mr. FORD. Mr. Rowley, you testified before the Warren Commis-

sion June 18 of 1964 . At that time in your testimony you were
asked by Senator Cooper the following questions, and I quote:
Do you have any information based upon any facts that you know based upon any

information given to you by persons who claim to have personal knowledge that
there were persons engaged in a conspiracy to kill President Kennedy.
And your response was, "I have no such facts, sir."
He then asked you the following additional question, and I quote:
I address the same question as to whether you have any information that the

killing of President Kennedy had any connection with any foreign power.
Your response was, and I quote :
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We have heard testimony from Mr. Kelley indicating that there
were assassination plots investigated by the Secret Service in early
1963 . Were you aware of those investigations at the time of your
testimony before the Warren Commission?

Chief ROWLEY. I would have to look at the reports themselves,
Mr. Congressman, to see whether my initials were on them. In the
reports that you speak of, it was established that there was not any
activity directed against-or of interest to us as it affected the
President of the United States.
Mr. FORD . Going back to the first question, you said, "I have no

such facts, sir."
The second question you also said, "I have no such information."
I am asking now, were you aware of those investigations at the

time you appeared before the Warren Commission?
Chief ROWLEY. Well, if I made that statement, then I was not

aware of those facts .
Mr. FORD . I would like counsel to give the witness JFK F-416, F-

417, F-418, and ask the witness whether his initials appear upon
the face of these reports .
Chief Rowley . Yes, sir .
Mr. FORD . Chief Rowley, why did you not call it to the Warren

Commission's attention back in 1964 when you appeared before the
Commission?
Chief Rowley . This information at the time was handled either

by the PRS or through Mr. Kelley, and I can only assume, Mr.
Congressman, that these reports were furnished to the Warren
Commission .
Mr. FORD . The reports in your hand were reported?
Chief ROWLEY . That is right . It was an ongoing investigation, as I

see it, in which case there would be a relationship with the FBI
and the CIA, and in the ultimate I would think that the report
itself would establish whether or not it affected the safety of the
President of the United States .
Mr. FORD . But you had initialed these reports or documents prior

to the June 18, 1964 appearance before the Warren Commission ; is
that correct?
Chief ROWLEY . That is correct, sir. This was a year before the

assassination . We are talking about 1962.
Mr. FORD. Thank you very much, Chief Rowley . At this time I

have no further questions, Mr. Chairman, and yield back the time .
Chairman STOKES . The time of the gentleman has expired .
The gentleman from Pennsylvania, Mr. Edgar .
Mr. EDGAR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Rowley, were you here this morning when Mr. Kelley was

speaking?
Chief Rowley . Yes, Sir .
Mr. EDGAR. I had asked him about the process of taking over an

investigation such as the assassination of a President of the United
States and asked about the investigative plan, whether or not
Secret Service would have sat down to put together such a plan .
To your knowledge, was such an investigative plan put together

to coordinate the FBI and the Secret Service and other investiga-
tive agencies' analysis of the assassination?
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Chief ROWLEY. No, sir .
Mr. EDGAR. In your meetings with J . Edgar Hoover, wouldn't it

have been logical for you as Chief of the Secret Service and he as
head of the FBI to determine what strategy or plan you would have
to investigate this death?
Chief ROWLEY. Yes, sir. Your earlier question was that before

there was an opportunity for anybody to sit down, the President of
the United States directed that the FBI to conduct the investiga-
tion and that the Secret Service would cooperate with them in any
manner and phase that we could.
Now I did indicate to the Director at such meetings that we

would cooperate with them. They had their own strategy as to how
they would investigate it .
Mr. EDGAR. But wouldn't it have been appropriate for you as

Chief of the Secret Service to say, Mr. Hoover, I understand that
the President has designated you as the lead agency in this impor-
tant investigation, but we have a role to play as well because it was
our agents who were attached and assigned to the President for his
protection and we have an agent in Dallas by the name of Mr.
Kelley and there are others involved who have information . How
can we sit down to make sure that the information that we have in
our Secret Service files as well as the ongoing and continuing
reports that are coming in from our field offices can be analyzed in
an appropriate place in your investigative plan?
Wouldn't that have made some sense?
Chief ROWLEY. It would have made some sense, but I think it was

all developed subsequently by submitting such reports by both
agencies to the Warren Commission and eventually evaluated by
their legal staff.
Mr. EDGAR. But in hindsight-and I know it is difficult in hind-

sight-looking at a situation where there was information availa-
ble to you, at least out of your Chicago office and your Miami
office, relative to threats on the President's life in the files of the
Secret Service and that information was available to you prior to
the death of President Kennedy, shouldn't you have that informa-
tion with the FBI as well as the Warren Commission?
Chief ROWLEY. I think Mr. Kelley indicated, and if he hadn't, I

will say it now, that the FBI was in on that operation as well as
the Agency . So we were exchanging information in the entire
thing .

I think you will find in the ultimate that we have found that
there was no particular jurisdiction on our part, and that there
was nothing of interest to us.
Mr. EDGAR. Let me talk about Mr. Kelley's arrival on the scene

in Dallas . If you would have put yourself in Mr. Kelley's place,
arrived in Dallas and went to the Dallas Police Department, sat in
on several interviews with Lee Harvey Oswald yourself, would you
have tape recorded that conversation?
Chief ROWLEY. I don't know whether we had tape recorders, but I

think you must recognize under the situation at that time that Mr.
Kelley was rushed down there and even if he had the funds to rent
a tape recorder, I don't think he would have had the time to do so .
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Furthermore, I don't think that he would have anticipated the

type of confusion that he encountered as he described it to you,
nobody would have .
Mr. EDGAR. Would you have insisted that word for word, verba-

tim be taken down by a court reporter?
Chief ROWLEY. If you could obtain one, I suppose you could. But

in the confusion, no one had an opportunity to ask questions be-
cause in addition to the people that he described there, there were
also the press right beyond the perimeter trying to ask questions .
Mr. EDGAR. One of the reasons, Mr. Rowley, that I am pursuing

both the investigative plan and the activities of the immediate
investigation, it just seems to me that the Secret Service and the
FBI and the Dallas Police Department, someone should have had
their wits about them enough to say, let's sit down and before we
interview and before we go running in 1,000 different directions,
let's analyze what we have on our hands, tragic as it is, and make
sure that the press is secured, the corridors are secured, the alleged
assailant is secured, that the information that we receive from that
assailant is taken down for possible use in the investigation.

I don't get that sense from looking at the materials that are
available to us . The sense that I get, and maybe you can correct me
if I am wrong, is that there were three agencies who felt that they
either had some jurisdiction or no jurisdiction, that they had some
information or no information, and that they had their agents on
the scene but not necessarily talking and coordinating with each
other and that no one strongly was in charge from the Federal
point of view .

Is that a misreading of what actually took place?
Chief ROWLEY. Captain Fritz was in charge, but whether or not

he had the command of the situation, I can't say. But that is all
very nice if you can lay it out in advance knowing that there would
be an assassination, knowing that you would arrest a certain indi-
vidual and then be able to take him into custody and then set up
the guidelines as you just enumerated .
But here was a situation where they arrested Oswald, took him

into the police station, photographers, television cameramen, re-
porters and all were descending on the police headquarters trying
to get to the man, trying to obtain his picture, the reporters trying
to listen into the conversation and so forth. This is what Mr. Kelley
described to me at the time.

In addition, you had the situation with the Dallas Police Depart-
ment. The State had the responsibility initially. So that as Tom
Kelley indicated this morning, you know, they were the host, so
therefore you had to respect their jurisdiction .
To carry this a bit further, the FBI kept after me to try to get

our man in charge in Dallas, Vernon Sorrels who was the agent in
charge, and had a rapport with the Chief of the Dallas Police
Department, to get them to release the rifle so that it could be
flown to Washington and for ballistic tests. This is the process that
I had to go through at the time in order to get them to release it .
So I give you that for what it is worth that there was confusion

and difficulty .
Chairman STOKES. The time of the gentleman has expired.
Mr. EDGAR. I thank the gentleman.
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Chairman STOKES . The gentleman from Connecticut, Mr . McKin-
ney.
Mr. MCKINNEY . No questions .
Chairman STOKES . The gentleman from Ohio .
Mr. DEVINE . Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am sorry floor business prevented my being here during the

key part of Mr. Rowley's testimony . I do want to welcome you here .
I know we have pulled you back from retirement at the beach to
testify this morning . I am sure it is not a very pleasant experience
to have to go through all these things .
You did testify before the Warren Commission, didn't you?
Chief ROWLEY. Yes, Sir .
Mr. DEVINE . Did you testify before any congressional committees

in connection with this matter?
Chief ROWLEY . Yes . In 1976, in February, I testified before the

Senate Intelligence Committee chaired by Senator Schweiker .
Mr. DEVINE . Do you as the former head of the Secret Service

have any thoughts that you would like to impart to this committee
inasmuch as the mandate of the House is that we make recommen-
dations to the Congress in the area of possible legislation as it
relates to assassinations?
Do you feel that you would have been in better shape to have

your agency handle it better if you had had more laws at your
disposal or more funds or did you have the authority you felt was
necesary to do what was necessary to protect the President?
Chief ROWLEY. I think within the framework of that period, we

didn't have the manpower or the equipment that we would have
liked to have had . But I must say that since then we have the
manpower and the equipment .
Mr. DEVINE . Have you given it any thought, Mr. Rowley, about

whether any further Federal legislation is necessary to make your
organization more effective or to make the security of the Presi-
dent more effective?
Chief ROWLEY . Well, in all honesty, Mr. Congressman, since I am

retired I haven't given that much thought . I would have to say that
my successor, Director Knight, undoubtedly would have some views
on that.

I am quite sure that there have been considerable improvements
in all phases of the Secret Service in the past 5 years under his
leadership .
Mr. DEVINE. That is all . Thank you .
Chairman STOKES . The time of the gentleman has expired .
The gentleman from Tennessee, Mr. Ford.
Mr. FORD . Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have one final question .
Mr. Rowley, would it be your opinion that the evidence of possi-

ble Cuban involvement was never fully investigated by the Secret
Service?
Chief ROWLEY. I don't think I could say that, Mr. Congressman .

For one thing, we investigated to the extent we could with the
cooperation of the information we got from the CIA and the FBI on
the individuals that were earlier mentioned .
Then, further, I would not be privy to what the Warren Commis-

sion legal staff did in the course of their investigation to establish
something like that .
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Mr. FORD . Thank you, Mr. Chairman .
Chairman STOKES . The time of the gentleman has expired.
The gentleman from Michigan, Mr. Sawyer .
Mr. SAWYER. There is just one or two questions .
I am interested really in what current procedures are. Do I

understand correctly that they now do actual practice runs on this
kind of an emergency if it comes up so that everybody knows in
advance just what kind of a game plan they have if something
extraordinary happens?
Chief ROWLEY. That is now part of the training, Mr. Congress-

man. We have out at Beltsville an outdoor range and training
facility in which we are able to train the agents under all types of
conditions and possibilities .
Now whether they have improved that within the past 5 years, I

don't know . But I know when I left we had that kind of training .
Mr . SAWYER. Do they start out with a kind of a premise that

such a thing is going to happen on each motorcade so that they are
mentally attuned to not being caught unexpected but actually ex-
pecting this on each time?
Chief ROWLEY. It has greatly improved by 100 percent. We have

alternate routes which are patrolled by our agents and the police .
There are communications on different channels so that they don't
conflict with the main motorcade. We have men posted on roofs
and places that were selected as vulnerable places by the advance
agents. We have a certain number of advance agents who are
supervised, who are assigned certain particular things such as
buildings along the route and the type of traffic that runs through
the city, et cetera .
The other factor is that there is constantly a helicopter flying

above, checking ahead with communications with all the posts on
the roofs to advise them of what they see here so that they can
take immediate action .
Mr. SAWYER. As I said to a previous witness, I have been very

impressed in watching the Zapruder film, the slowness of the reac-
tion of the agents compared to the reaction of Governor Connally. I
think for anyone watching that, it is perfectly obvious that they
were not really alertly attuned to the possibility of some cata-
strophic event like that happening .

I just wonder if there has been some effort to in effect instill an
approach that instead of it being the unexpected, it is the expected,
and they are just waiting for it to happen which might have
increased their reaction time and might have saved the President?
Chief ROWLEY. Well, I think there is an exhibit from the Warren

Commission that shows that one of the cars had the door swung
open apparently after the first shot in which two agents are at-
tempting to get out at about that time which may not have been in
the Zapruder film .
But to bring you up to date, the men are trained in precisely the

manner that you have indicated, the response, the reaction, et
cetera, and where their position is on the car when an incident of
that kind happens.
Chairman STOKES. Would the gentleman yield?
Mr. SAWYER. Yes, certainly.
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Chairman STOKES . On the point Mr. Rowley just made with
reference to the fact that there is an exhibit, during the recess I
had discussed with Professor Blakey my concerns and your con-
cerns about this reaction time. At the appropriate time he says he
is prepared to show us this particular exhibit which does denote
some reaction time which I will ask him to do at the appropriate
time afterward .
Mr. SAWYER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman .
Well, they were pretty much out of range of being any help to

the President in this kind of a circumstance anyway. But the two
agents in the car, by just jamming the accelerator on that first
shot, might arguably have done some good. Yet it wasn't until the
third shot, which I guess spans a time frame of 7 or 8 seconds,
which while it might not sound like a long time, is time enough for
somebody to run 75 yards if they are a sprinter, they could have
wheeled that car, it seems to me, a lot quicker than they reacted .

I recognize that if you are not expecting a thing, it takes you a
little while to gather your wits about what is happening . But if
your mental attitude is, as I said before, a sprinter on the starting
blocks waiting for the gun, if you are attuned to that, your reaction
time is much quicker .
Chief ROWLEY. You have to consider the scene, Mr. Congressman.

The driver is concerned, and incidentally it was an armored car
which carries considerable weight .
Mr. SAWYER. But with no top .
Chief ROWLEY. No top, no, but it is still heavy in the body . When

you are involved in one of those motorcades and there are people
shouting and acclaiming the individuals and the motorcycles, you
know, at times they slow down and then they have to kick the
motor in and it explodes and so forth, these agents have been used
to that .
So that when this first or second shot was fired, they assumed,

because their concentration in the meantime is on the public and
the people there, and they are oblivious to what the noise is that is
going on, in other words, it was difficult to distinguish between a
backfire and a rifle shot .
So that these things have to be considered when one attempts to

evaluate whether there was a reaction in sufficient time or not .
Having been through those exercises many times myself, I recog-
nize the problem that they had at that time .
Mr. SAWYER. Well, I am only comparing it to Governor Connally

who probably has heard a lot of backfires, too, and he immediately
reacted to what he recognized, according to his testimony and quite
obviously in the film, as a rifle shot where there was no compara-
ble reaction by the agents for two additional shots .
Anyway, thank you, Mr. Chairman. That is all I have.
Chairman STOKES . The time of the gentleman has expired .
I wonder because of the concern that both Mr. Sawyer and I

have had in this area, Professor Blakey, if while Mr. Rowley is still
here, you would display that exhibit and comment upon it.
Mr . BLAKEY. Mr. Chairman, I would ask that the clerk display

F-126 . This exhibit, Mr. Chairman, has already been entered in the
record . It is a photograph taken, according to the best evidence in
the record, at approximately the time, according to the acoustics, of
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the second shot which would be approximately 1.6 seconds after the
first shot .

I wonder if the clerk would use the pointer . You can see the
Secret Service agents in the followup car have turned their heads.
You can see four Secret Service agents . Two of them have turned
their heads and are beginning to look back at the depository .

If you look back at the third car, the white car behind the
President's limousine, the doors are opening. The evidence in the
record would indicate that it is from that car that Secret Service
agents came in an effort to protect Lyndon Johnson, the Vice
President, who was following the President's car.
So that if the acoustic evidence is correct, the first shot was fired

and apparently missed, and 1 .6 seconds later, the approximate time
of this photograph, you do have the beginning of reactions by
Secret Service agents .

In the followup car they are turning around and in the white car
the doors are beginning to open and they are making an effort to
come out.
The acoustics evidence indicates there is approximately 5.8 or 5.9

seconds between the second and the third shot, and then if the
acoustics evidence is to be believed, there would have been a fourth
shot five-tenths of a second later, which would make it approxi-
mately 7 seconds from the beginning of the process.
My time on that may be a little off. The record would have to

speak for itself. So it is approximately 7 seconds between the first
shot and the shot that hit the President and surely killed him.
Chairman STOKES. What about in the Presidential car? Is there

any reaction being shown to anyone there?
Mr. BLAKEY . The reaction in the Presidential car in this photo-

graph, if you point at the windshield you can just begin to see the
Presidents hand moving up . At least my inspection of this exhibit
does not indicate that there has been any reaction by the Secret
Service agents in that car. This is 1.6 seconds after the first shot
had been fired .
Chairman STOKES . Thank you.
Would there be any further comment on your part, Mr. Rowley,

on the explanation given by Professor Blakey?
Chief ROWLEY. When you talk about the two men on the right

side, they are covering their span . The front man is just finishing
his span so he will come back and the other fellow behind him is
covering his span back that way. The others on the other side are
finishing theirs. This is when Mr. Hill started off that running
board to catch up to jump on the back pedal of the Presidential
vehicle. That was a difficult thing to do, to run around in front of
the followup or Secret Service car and then jump on that pedal.
You may have read where Mr. Hill missed the step but was able

to cling to the hand guard and to pull himself up . They were about
to take off as Mr. Sawyer indicated to get out of the area . And he
pulled himself up in time to do that, and having done so he was
able to push the First Lady back into her seat .
Chairman STOKES . That would have been standard procedure

with reference to those two men. While one scanned the crowd in
one way, the other would be doing it in the opposite way?
Chief ROWLEY . That is right.

41-372 0 - 79 - 26(Vo1. 3)
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Chairman STOKES . Thank you. My time has expired.
Mr. EDGAR. Mr. Chairman?
Chairman STOKES . The gentleman from Pennsylvania, Mr.

Edgar?
Mr. EDGAR. I just have one question .
Looking back at the information that you provided to the

Warren Commission, was there any evidence or information that
for any reason that was related to the situation that the Secret
Service did not provide to the Warren Commission?

ChiefROWLEY. Did not provide to the Warren Commission?
Mr. EDGAR. Yes.
Chief ROWLEY . We provided them with everything that we had.

We had no reason to withhold anything .
Mr. EDGAR . So to your knowledge every bit of information relat-

ing to the assassination that the Secret Service had was provided
to the Warren Commission?
ChiefROWLEY. Yes, Sir .
Mr . EDGAR. Thank you.
Chairman STOKES . Is there anyone else seeking recognition? Does

counsel have anything further?
Mr. MATTHEWS. Yes, Mr. Chairman .
During the course of these proceedings we have made reference

to what has been identified as JFK F-414 through JFK F-418.
Mr . Chairman, these exhibits ai e now classified secret and are in

the process of being declassified . We would ask that they may be
made part of the record in the condition that they are now in
subject to being declassified . In addition, three additional exhibits,
JFK F-450, F-451, and F-452, bear upon the testimony today, and
we ask that they be admitted into evidence .
Chairman STOKES . Without objection they may be so ordered.
[The information follows:]
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JFK EXHIBIT F-414

April 11, 1 ;61

1-1b-602 .111

303 ~-

SQ?P:3

	

,1.

	

+iEP0.4' .. . _ . . -_

	

-

~- _-ext==" Freeirat ahdvisit
t to the Pon Americaa-

	

' -
Cnior Building -ad4Tfl-lh .
1961, where ha will address
the Special Meeting of the
Council of the Organization
of American States .

This report =s submitted in reference to the above captioned subject and
suprlemanta Protective Survey Peport dated April 12, 1961 .

The -t'resident and Mrs . Kennedy, accompanied by Hr. Arthur Schlesinger,
e ;arr ,~d the :4hite House at 10 :51 am this date and motored to the :an American
-nion Building, arriving at lOs53 ?a .

Tie program proceeded so outlined in the Protective Survey Report .

President and Mrs . Kennedy, accompanied by Hr. Arthur Schlesinger, departed -
",ha Pan American Union Building at 11 :27 am and motored to the White House, arriving
at 11 ".29 ac .

Tnfaraeticn received from Are. lenr7 C . Reed, State Department, co the afternoon
of April 13, 1961, discl"oeed that the Cuban Delegation to this Meeting would attend .
?-seiaj3 information from the Pan American Union officials said they declined the
invitation and would not attend the Meets

Mr. ?eed stated that the Cuban Ambassador to the Organization of American
s+a tea ass C rlos H . -echo a ; the alternate representative was ruintin Pino Machado-,

. " d t .`.e adviser vas

	

c<e M"o eon Carnra .

	

Mr. Prod further stated t=at both Xachaao
and ~:elson ware characters o

	

repute, both reported to be carrying firearms,
ana were to be considered dangerous .

P!:obogap's of Machado and Meleon were obtained from the FBI, and were
reproduced by P ,,S and distributed to all personnel participating in the security
ar^angenenta . ':hose photographs will be turneo ovir to ?'~S for Nture reference .
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Chief
9aosaman

	

- 2 - 1_16-602 .11T .

At 8 :30 am this date, Mr . Feed called and stated that the Braailiaa Ambossado :
to this Meeting informed him that after paying a visit to the Cuban Ambassador's
resiaence last evening disclosed that it was the plan o£ Ambassador (achuga to go
to Few York City this date, allowing his alternate representative, Machada, to
occupy his place with the 21 Ambassadors seated no the stage with the Preside nt-

ASAIG Campion, SAa Griffith and Parker of this Service am .i 3-detectives of the
Metropolitan Police Department were posted at the entrance to the Pam American

-_

	

Union Building with representatives- of ths PanrAmerican Union who could:iaintlfy
these subjects in the event they woo1d attend this Y.aetine .

Neither the Cuban Ambassador nor the two subjects, Machado or Molecoir appeared
at this Meeting .

5esulting from the above information, SAs Hill, Chaney and Burks, as veil as
the 3 Xetropolitan Detectives were also added to the security .

	

SA Hill was posted
on the balcony sea: the elevator on the secsnd floor .

	

SA Chaney replaced SA Parker
on -oat J9 . SA Burke replaced SA Griffith on Post #11 . .

cc :

	

SAIC Washingtor, (2)

SGS :wb

Stewart G . S~out
ATSA IC, 1-16
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Protective Research I
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Newark
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New York
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Washington
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JFK EXHIBIT F-415

UNITED STATES SECRET SERVICE
TREASURY DEPARTMENT

O.'61. Field

	

O~ Washington, D . C .

INVWS

	

nON NADE AT

	

PERIOD COVOIED

!Washington, D.C .

	

ifov . 21-30, 1962
INvESnwTIONNAOEar SAIC H . W. Geiglein ; Special
Agents J . Grimes, R . Kyanko, N . Hall,
O r, ;<

	

� d r T-1-
DEtAll.a

SYNOPSIS

THE OR~

Cuban Plot to Assassinate
the President

	

-

Antonio Rodriguez y Jones

A letter in Spanish, postmarked Havana,
Cuba, November 14, 1962, and improperly
addressed, involving a plot to assassinate
the President, was intercepted by this
Service . Subsequent investigation dis-
closed Antonio Rodri uez

	

Jone as the
most logical in entree recipient of the
letter and the person designated to carry
out this plot . Investigation continuing
to establish the identity of the co-

	

MALT
cconspirators of this plot . Collateral
investigation requested of various offices
as indicated .

O

	

.~

U

For purposes of clarity, this report will be divided into- t e_ .,
following sections : (a) Introduction ; (b) General In4uiries ;L- , z
(c) Surveillance ; and (d) Conclusion .

	

-
c.. : . i. . ci

(a) INTRODUCTION :

There follows a chronology of the development of this case~zl

Wednesday, November 21

4 :50 P .N .

	

yHo

	

'
Inrormant 1-15-45 telephoned the Washington Field Office

	

W

advising ASAIC Dahlquist of the existence of a paper which indicaatW~
a plot to assassinate the President by certain Cuban revolutionary
factions . This information was immediately relayed to the reporting
special agent for appropriate investigation.

BT~

smOUmo.r :Ny D:;a^ry n . _ , ~n Ll .i

J

' i

DATE

11/30/62
C . E Tayl

	

r.
DATE

11/30/62
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A6

	

P.M .
o

	

hehome of 1-15-45, it was learned that at approximately
10 :15 A .M . that day a telephone call was received from Informant
1-15-47 who related that a chauffeur employed for the Venezuelan
Delegation of the Inter-American Defense Board had seen a letter
which involved a plot to assassinate President Kennedy . Fearing
that the Chief of the Delegation, Colonel fiu~o T~, was involved
in the plot, the incident was reported to -15-+7- requesting advice
in the matter and what action should be taken to advise the proper
United States officials .

After 1-15-47 made appropriate inquiries with U . S . officials,
he checked back with the chauffeur to insure that the letter
would be given to the U. S . Secret Service for investigation .
This chauffeur, A o io Rodri uez

	

6i1, stated that the letter
was received in the mornin mail at approximately 8 :00 A .M . that
day, and that since contacting 1-15-47 he had msde inquiries among
members of the Venezuelan Delegation and had decided to turn the
letter over to an official of the Delegation for possible referral
to the Federal Bureau of Investigation .

7 :30 P .M .
Through the Washington City Directory it was ascertained

that Antonio Rodriguez y Gil resided at 2335 Ashmead Place, N .W.,
Washington, D .C ., Telephone No . Hobart 2-9171 . Rodriguez was
called and arrangements were made for an interview later that
evening .

9 :00 P.H .
At-tne -oTfice c` the Venezuelan Delegation to the Inter-

American Defense Board, 2335 Ashmead Place, M .W ., Washington, D .C .,
Colonel Fugo Trego, Chief of the Delegation, advised he had this
letter in his possession . Col . Trego also advised he had notified
the FBI and the Metropolitan Police Department to make certain
the proper investigative organizations in the United States were
apprised of the existence of this letter . 'tie stated that the
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letter was received at the Venezuelan Delegation at 12 :00 Noon
that day and was opened by Col . Trego at 7 :00 P .M . (this differs
from the information received from Antonio Rodriguez Gil in that
he reported the letter was received at 8 :00 A .M . and was opened
shortly after being received in the morning mail) .

During the course of the evening and interrogation of Col .
Trego, Antonio Rodriguez, et al, the following were present :
Lt . Jacob Breckman and Sgt . Robert Gray (Detective) of No . 13
Precinct ; Special Agents L . B . McDonald and Joseph Sculley of the
FBI ; and Jose Valado, translator, Venezuelan Delegation .

During the evening, the letter was translated by Col . Trego,
in cooperation with Jose Valado and Special Agent McDonald of the
FBI . Subsequently, on November 26, 1962, the letter was shown
to SA Victor J . Gonzalez of this Service and following is the
translation which SA Gonzalez furnished :

"Comrad Rodreguez,
"In accord with the planning and obstinant attitude

of Kennedy to invade Cuba carry out the attempt on his
life in the terms conceived . I am not giving you more
data because it is not necessary since all that you have
to know you know, and for its own security and effective-
ness of the planning I comply thus with superior orders .

"I have had no other way of communicating this to
you by any other safer means, for that reason I had to
do it by letter . In the U . States they are not'in habit
of opening the letters for that reason I trust everything
will go well . A good communist has to run these risks .
S-le have to count on our own energeys because USSR has
not adopted a solid position with Cuba . These are high
level questions that a good communist (card carrying)
should not question .

"If he does it in that way it will be for the good
of all communist that are in the world . Cuba is not all .
Enough already has been done by Cuba .

"I will send you the next news if I am able by a
far safer method . Give me a prompt answer . I am
embracing you .

	

-

	

Pepe"

The envelope, written in English, was postmarked Havana,
Cuba, 9 :00 A .H ., ilovember 14, 1962, and bore the address 9246 7 N .41 .
and 11432 St ., 4:ashington, USA . The letter, written in Spanish,
is dated Havana, Cuba, ilovember 13, 1962 .
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During the course of the interrogation of Antonio Rodriguez
Gil and members of the Venezuelan Delegation by the reporting
special agent and representatives of the FBI and Metropolitan
Police Department, efforts were made to determine if any address
existed in Washington, D.C ., which would in any way tie in with
the address on the envelope of this letter . It appeared strange,
indeed, that a conspirator involved in a plot to take the life
of the President would not know how to contact a co-conspirator .
Although the writer of this letter indicates some knowledge of
the United States customs, he apparently is confused as to the
proper procedure employed by the Post .Office in directing mail
in view of the fact that two addresses which are non-existent
appear on the envelope . No information could be developed during
this investigation which would in any way clarify this grossly
inaccurate address .

Information was developed from'Antonio Rodriguez Gil and
Col . Hugo Trego that Gil was born on July 7, 1931, in Galesia,
Spain . He is described as white ; male ; Spanish ; 5-6 ; 154 ; brown
hair (shaved to the scalp with bald patches) . Gil left Spain and
traveled to Venezuela in 1952, was married there in 1957 to
D lores Valado and worked in Caracas with the Columbian Embassy.
In 1956 e became a Venezuelan citizen, Passport #019965, and that
same year came to the United States . His citizenship status was
temporary and when he traveled to the United States he lost this
status and is no longer a citizen of Venezuela . In 1958, in the
United States, he obtained a position with the Venezuelan Delega-
tion to the inter-American Defense Board . Gil claimed he has never
traveled to or resided in Cuba .

During the interrogation, it was learned that approximately
three months ago Gil received a letter from the Central Office
of Safeway Stores, Inc ., and, as directed, went to the office and
was shown a check payable to Safeway from an Antonio Rodriguez,'
drawn on Riggs Bank . A micro-film strip of this check was pro-
jected and on examining the signature Gil immediately observed
that it was not his but prdbably that of some other Antonio
Rodriguez . Gil was of the opinion that the check was drawn at
the 18th and Columbia Branch of Riggs Bank .

It was also learned during interrogation, from Jose Valado,
that approximately two months ago, while attending the Americani-
zation School, 19th and California Streets, N .W ., he recalled a
student there by the name of Antonio Rodriguez ; that this man was
in his early 30's ; 5-1 in height ; slender build ; very light skin ;
black hair ; and married .



At the conclusion of the interrogation, Col. Trego offered
his full cooperation to this Service and the FBI, and advised he
world immediately report any information that might come to his
attention concerning the intended recipient of this letter .

Thursday, November 22
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Full details concerning the development of this case were
reported to SAIC Geiglein at 2 :00 A.M . As per instructions,
SAIC Bouck, PRS, was advised of this letter at 10 :00 A .M . He
indicated that the White House Detail and White House Police would
be alerted .

During the course of this investigation, close ].bison has
been maintained with the Chief's Office through SAIC Bouck by
immediately transmitting any significant developments as they
occur.

(b) GENERAL INQUIRIES :

[Deleted .]

1-15-S further advised th# one Antonio Rodriguez Jones had
been contacted by pro-Castro Cubans known to have been involved in
acts of violence in the United States, and that further details of
these incidents would be furnished at a later date .

	

,

On November 23, 1962, Mr . Carl Malone, Superintendent, Inquiry
and Claims, Dead Letter Section, Main Post Office, Washington, D .C .,
was contacted through Postal Inspector Joseph Verant . It was
pointed out to Mr . Malone that the address, 9246 7 N .W . and 11432
St ., USA, on the envelope in question was crossed out in red ink
and on the bottom was written No . 953 and the address of Antonio
Rodriguez Gil, 2335 Ashmead Place, N .W ., Washington, D .C . Mr . Malone
explained tiat the Post Office furnishes a registry service for any
mail originating from a foreign country that is improperly addressed .
The mail is forwarded to his section for searching and, in this

'Spcraf
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particular case, Mrs . Elizabeth Acree looked in the Washington
Directory and found the only Antonio Rodriguez listed, and wrote
the address, 2335 Ashmead Place, N .W ., on the envelope with a note
that the postman should try that address .

A search was initiated through the foreign and local Dead
Letter Sections of the Post Office for any mail addressed to
Antonio Rodriguez, with negative results . As per request,
Mr . Malone placed a flag in his files and if any letter is
received in his section addressed to Antonio Rodriguez, this
Service will be immediately advised .

On November 23, 1962, Mrs . Cora Beasly, D . C . Board of Educa-
tion, John Quincy Adams School (Americanization School), 19th and
California Streets, N .W., Washington, D .C ., was interviewed and
a search was initiated in an effort to determine whether she had
any students by the name of Antonio Rodriguez . Mrs . Beasly advised
that no current students by.that name are on the rolls of that
school ; however, in 1959 there was an Antonio Rodriguez listed,
age 50, address unknown.

In view of the fact that Antonio Rodriguez is a very common
Latin American name, efforts were immediately commenced to deter-
mine the number of individuals in the Washington, D .C., area with
that name, and whether or not agencies engaged in conducting
investigations on individuals involved in subversive activities
would show a record for any of these persons .

On November 23 and during the week of November 26, 1962,
1-15-5 furnished information concerning Antonio Rodriguez Jones
and his possible association with Jose Moleon Carrera%and Quinton
Pino !4achado: Carrera ostensibly is a ::ilitary Adviser to the

uDan~'

	

egation to the Organization of American States and works
with the Cuban Delegation through the Inter-American Defense
Board . Both he and Machado, who is known as the "hatchet man"
for the Cuban Embassy in Uashington, have been involved in acts
of violence, including beatings and abductions of defectors from
Communist Cuba .

According to 1-15-5, in August of 1961, one Felioe Hartinez
y !:iverQ was abducted by a group of Cuban Communists in the United
States after it was learned that Martinez was severing all ties
with Communist Cuba . fiartinez was taker, to Baltimore, l:aryland,
and held by this Froup . Antonio Rodriguez Jones was observed as
being a member of the group and standing watch outside of the
door during interrogation of !?artinez .

Secret
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1-15-5 learned that the Cuban Ministry of Foreign Relations,
on October 4, 1961, had requested that subject be contacted
through the Organization of American States, requesting that he
furnish the Cuban Government with information concerning schooling.

It was further learned by 1-15-5 that on June 20, 1961, the
subject was observed making pro-Castro remarks to members of his
class while attending the Institute of Modern Languages, 1322 M
Street, N .W ., Washington, D.C . ; further, that the subject was
quite frequently with Martinez prior to Martinez' defection to the
United States . When the subject learned that the Cuban Embassy
in Washington, D.C ., was interested in-the whereabouts of Martinez,
he reported whatever information he had to Quinton Pino Machado
who was then acting as an alternate representative to the Organiza-
tion of American States with Jose Moleon Carrera . It was further
learned that in December 1960 the subject had a Communist publica-
tion delivered to his residence in Washington, D .C . In addition,
Jose Moleon Carreral had been in contact with the subject in
November 1960 concerning the whereabouts of Martinez .

1-15-5 received information that Captain Jose Moleon Carrera
was active in New York City in December 1961 in selecting and
training 15 pro-Castro Cubans for undercover work in the United
States . Following his activity in New York, Moleon, accompanied
by an individual of unknown identity, left the United States for
Cuba and they were expected to return to the United States in a
very short period of time .

1-15-5 furnished the current address of subject as The Granite
State Apartments, 1731 New Hampshire Avenue, N.W., Washington,
D.C ., Apt . No . 203 . Information was also transmitted that photo
graphs of subject and members of his family had been taken and
efforts would be made to obtain copies for this Service .

On November 24, 1962, an effort was made to determine the
maker of the check with an account at Riggs Bank which had been
charged to Antonio Rodriguez Gil's account through the Safeway
Store at 18th and Columbia Road, N .W .

	

It was learned that it is
the policy of the Riggs Bank not to furnish information concerning
depositors without a subpoena . Mr . D . E . aisecarver, Vice Presi-
dent and Manager of the :iggs Bank at 16th and Columbia Road, f : .W .,
inquired of the Central Depositor Listing and established that the
Dupont Circle Branch had two Antonio Rodriguez' listed ; however,
it would be necessary to obtain information concerning these
depositors from the Cashier of Figgs Bank, John C . McCormick, in
the absence of a subpoena .
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Mr . McCormick was telephoned and he advised that representa-
tives of 1-15-5 had previously made inquiry concerning this matter
and information was furnished them that the Dupont Circle Branch
has two Antonio Rodriguez' - one, Antonio Rodriguez Gil (the
recipient of this letter) and another Antonio Rodriguez who does
not have a Washington, D .C ., address but lists an address in a
foreign country . Mr . McCormick suggested that since the original
contact with the Riggs Bank was made by a representative of 1-15-5,
the Riggs Bank be again contacted by 1-15-5 as additional infor-
mation was in existence concerning the present location of the
other depositor named Antonio Rodriguez . 1-15-5 was advised of
Mr . McCormick's request .

On November 26, 1962, contact was made with 1-15-9 in an
effort to determine the background on Antonio Rodriguez Jones and
members of his family . It wad learned that the subject's father,
Antonio Rodriguez y Echazabal, wished to defect to the United
States at the time of the Punta del Esta Conference . He previously
had fought with Fidel Castro during the revolution for a period of
approximately three years, and after Castro had obtained control
of Cuba had been appointed to diplomatic posts in Haiti, Pakistan,
and Guatemala . During these periods he had been known to associate
with pro-Communist groups frequently . In April 1962, he and his
son, Antonio Rodriguez Jones, were observed in Guadalupe, Mexico .
Although the subject's father had expressed anti-Castro sentiments
recently, 1-15-9 is of the opinion that he cannot be trusted because
of his past close association with Communist groups .

Antonio Rodriguez Echazabal resides at 1638 R Street, N .W .,
;iashington, D .C ., Telephone 332-6277, which phone was installed
on October 2, 1962, in the name of Enrique Pedro Rcdriouez_y Jones,
son .

Informant 1-15-46 disclosed long-distance calls made from
that phone since date of installation, as follows :

10-5-62 - New York C ity NO 2-291L8 -
10-5-62 - Hoboken, i,ew Jersey,_ OL 9-8991 .
10-15-62 - i!iami, Florida, FR 1-9394,
10-15-62 - Ti-e-

	

ord-City,_TR70jS1.0-
10-17 & 10-73=62- Miami, Florida, FR 1_-9221 .
10-24-62 - Hoboken, rfewJersey,,OL 9-8991 .
10-25-62 - New York City, MO 2-2908 ;

Miami, Florida, FR 1-9221 .
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On November 27, 1962, SAIC Geiglein telephonically advised
SAIC Whitaker, New York, and SAIC Marshall, Miami, of these calla .

On November 30, SAIC Whitaker telephonically advised this
office as follows concerning the identity of the individuals called :

MO 2-2908 - subscribed to Gaston Jumelle , 360 Riverside Drive,
Apt . 2-C, New York City .

/ TR 7-0700 - subscribed to the Chalfonte Hotel , 200 West 70th St .,
New York City .

OL 9-8991 - subscribed to John Regalado , 129 Hudson St ., Hoboken,
N .J . Regalado is descrioed as single ; a refrigerator
mechanic for Power Air Conditioning Corp ., Long Island
City, New York . lie has a good credit rating .

The results of the check of the telephone calls to Miami,
Florida, are covered in memorandum report submitted by SA Ernest
Aragon November 30, 1962 .

The subject, Antonio Rodriguez Jones, resides at 1731 New
Hampshire Avenue, N .W ., Granite State Apartments, Apt. 203 . The
telephone (unlisted) is subscribed to by Yvonne and Brenda Jonea
COlumbia 5-1965 .

	

Yvonne Jones is the subjectTs aunt .,

Informant 1-15-46 advised that on October 17 a call was
placed to LexlnRton 9-0291, and on November 2, 1962, to Lexington
9-0290, both in Baltimore, Maryland.

	

-'

SAIC Geiglein telephoned the Baltimore office an November 30,
1962, requesting that these numbers be checked . That same date, ,
the Baltimore office advised that these numbers were listed to
the office of the Consulate general of Venezuela, Keyser Building,
207 East Redwood Street, Baltimore, Maryland .
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On November 26, 1962, the Immigration Service file of
Antonio Guillermo Rodriguez-Jones Alien Registration #A12-189-161
and A12-860-029, eraseras personally reviewed by SA Robert R . Kyanko
at the Washington Field Office, Travel Control Unit, Immigration
and Naturalization Service, Washington, D .C .

The file reflected that the subject was born a Cuban citizen
on August 24, 1943, at either LaSalud, Havana, Cuba, or Port-au-
Prince, Haiti . He first arrived in the United States at Miami,
Florida, on June 8, 1959, and was granted permission to stay until
September 8, 1959 . Ile stated that he came to the United States
to visit his aunt, Yvonne Jones, 1731 New Hampshire Avenue, N .W .,
Apt . 203, Washington, D.C . He also claimed that he would be
supported in the United States by his aunt as he was formerly a
student in Cuba and had no prospective employment in this country .

The file further reflected that'he attended Ecole Francaise
Internationale, Washington, D.C ., having been admitted to the
school on September 24, 1960 . On June 16, 1961, he transferred
to the Institute of Modern Languages, Inc ., Washington, D .C ., and
withdrew from this mhool on July 14, 1961, to attend Georgetown
University . The file contained certifications from the Directors
of Ecole Francaise Internationale and the Institute of Modern
Languages verifying subject's attendance at the schools ; however,
there was no certification as to his attendance at Georgetown
University . The file also reflected that his last_ad;i~ission_to_
the Un,	~s:aas on June 8,

	

1962, at crew York City (the file
di not indicate c:nen he left the n~.ted States) . At that time,
he boarded Pan American Flight No . 220 at Guadalupe, bearing Cuban
Passport #47901 .

Upon this entry, he stated that his permanent address was
126 Raizet (Rue St . Anne), Guadalupe . lie also gave the following
previous addresses : Paseoy Linea, Potin (52), Vedado, Havana,
Cuba ; Cuban Embassy, Haiti ; and 101 Bld . gl . Jacques, Brussels,
Belgium. lie stated that lie was seeking admission to the United
States for political asylum from the present Cuban regime .

The file reflected the following description of subject :
'rihite ; male ; Cuban; 5-6 ; 170 ; brown eyes ; brown hair ; unmarried ;
place of birth, LaSalud, Havana, Cuba, or Port-au-Prince, ilaiti ;
date of birth, 8/24/43 . His father is Antonio Andres Rodriguez-
Echazabal, Alien Registration ito. Ail-941-442, former Cuban
Minister to Pakistan . His address in the United States as of
August 21, 1962, is 1731 New Hampshire Avenue, N.W., Ant 203,
Washington, D .C .



5 . Antonio Fodriguez
Active Communist .

[Deleted.]
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The file contacted the following summary regardhg subject's
admissions to the United States : He is a native and citizen of
Cuba, born in Havana on 8/24/43, and was formerly a student in
Cuba . Cuban Passport No . 47901 was issued 9/1/60 and bears an
"F" (Student) visa issued 9/23/60, valid to 9/22/64, and a "B-2"
(Visit or Pleasure) visa issued 3/15/62, valid to 3/15/66, both
for unlimited admissions . Subject now desires political asylum
in U .S . as has his father . Prior to entry into the United States
on June 8, 1962, he was residing at F4 #87 Bat . D, Unite 12,
Hibiscus, Uieuxbourg, Abimes, Guadalupe .

Subject's file also contained a memorandum from the District
Director, Immigration 6 Naturalization Service, Miami, Florida,
to the District Director, Immigration E Naturalization Service,
Washington, D.C ., transmitting information regarding one Antonio
Rodriguez from their Caribbean Index File . The information fur-
nished may or may not relate to the subject . The information was
shown as follows :

1 . Antonio Rodriguez
Reportedly member of Executive Committee of Retail Stores
Employees, Union of Havana, Cuba (Communist union) - no
date shown.

2 . Antonio Rodriguez
Reportedly fought on side of Republican forces in Spanish
Revolution (Communist?) .

3 . Antonio Rodriguez
Communist PSP member, collaborator of Luis toreno-Vives .

4 . Antonio Rodriguez
President PS? - Barrio Arroyo y Calvario, Calzada de oojuoal
No . 848, Havana, Cuba .

6 . Antonio Rodriguez
Peuroso, Matanzas, Cuba -
Reportedly subscribed to Cuban Communist Newspaper "Hoy ."



[Deleted.]

[Deleted .]
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The file also contained a photostat of a sample Cuban Election
Ballot bearing the name of Antonio Rodriguez as a candidate for
Labor Union Foreman in the General Eleetions of 59-61.

On November 27, 1962, the Immigration Service files of
members of subject's family, as far as could be determined, were
also reviewed by SA Robert R . Kyanko at the Travel Control Unit,
Washington Field Office, Immigration 6 Naturalization Service,
Washington, D.C .

Father - Antonio Andres Rodri
u8/1

	

ez-Echazabal, Alien Registra-
tion #A12-941-442, born

	

be~uca , Havana, Cubd . The file
reflected that he entered the United States at New York City on
June 7, 1962, as a political refugee from the Cuban Communist
Regime . When he entered the U . S . he held Cuban Passport 16(25169)
and a 9-2 (Visit or Fleasure) visa . He indicated to Immigration
officials in I;ew York City and 4lashirgton, D.C ., that he was
formerly employed by the Cuban Government as Ambassador to Haiti,
Guatemala, and Pakistan . His statements reflected that he became
dissatisfied with the political condition in Cuba while he was
Ambassador to Pakistan. he also said that he considers Fidel
Castro a traitor to the Cuban people and that he is also opposed
to Francois Duvallier, Dictator in Haiti . In Guatemala he claimed
that he prohibited Cuba from doing anything to the Government of
Guatemala .

He also stated that he has numerous contacts in the United
States, Haiti, Jamaica, and South America to fight Duvallier and
Castro . He further indicated that he has never been, nor is he
now a Communist, and that his feelings are in accord with a
democratic form of government . He stated that he is presently a
member of Tereera Fuerze Anti-Communista por la Liberacion de
Cuba .
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The file contained several newspaper clippings regarding
Echazabal's defection from the Cuban Government in 1962 . Photo-
stats of these clippings are attached and are self-explanatory .
The file also contained a statement from him regarding his
defection from the Castro regime and his political feelings about
Castro, the Cuban Government, and the United States . A copy of
the statement is attached and is self-explanatory .

The file reflected that his address in the United States is
1731 New Hampshire Avenue, 11 .41 ., Apt . 203, Washington, D .C .

The file also contained medical records regarding an eye
operation which lie had undergone at Washington Hospital Center
from August 30 to September 4, 1962 . The attending physician was
Seymour Duvaroff, M .D ., 1302 - 18th Street,

	

Washington,
D .C . - NOrth 7-1700 . It was also noted that Echazabal employed
C . L . Caltaldo, Professional i'urse, 2502 Hayden Drive, Silver
Spring, Maryland, during his convalescence . lie had also consulted
a Dr . James Scully, 1835 Eye Street,

	

Washington, D .C.,
regarding his eye condition . It was further noted that Echazabal's
hospital expense was partially paid by the Government-'Wide Indemnity
Benefit Plan (Federal Employees Health Benefits Plan), indicating
that he i an emDloyee of the United States Government . The file
did not reflect the name of nis emp oyer .

No other pertinent information was contained in the file .
r

1 :other - Edith Rodriguez-Jones, Alien Registration 9A12-943-
430, born

	

1 >_n either Haiti or Cuba . She entered the United
States at view York City on August 2, 1962, bearing Laisses-Passer
,;#719903 and a 3-2 visa . Her last Cuban address was Paseoy Linea,
Potin (52), Vadado, Havana, Cuba . Her address in the United States
was listed as 1614 - 17th Street, M .W., Washington, D .C .

Ner file contained no further pertinent information other
than the fact that she stated upon entry that she is anti-Castro .

Brother (apparent) - Enri ue Pedro 3odri uez-Jones, Alien
Registration #AI2-943-429, born 11 2 37 >_n Haiti Cuban citizen) .
He entered the United States at crew York City on 8/2/62 bearing
Cuban Passport 913736 and a B-2 visa . The file reflected that
he was formerly employed in Cuba as d Military Attache to Haiti .
Previous addresses were listed as : Edificio Emb ., Haiti ; and
Potin (52), Vadado, Havana, Cuba . He listed his address in the
United States as 1614 - 17th Street,

	

'::ashington, D .C .

41-372 0 - 79 - 27(Vol . 3)



1 . Co.leader of Cienfuegos LV .

2 . Member PURC, 1939 .
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His file contained information from the Caribbean index of
the Immigration 8 Naturalization Service regarding one Enriaue
Rodriguez (no further identifying information was given T, as
r'ollows :

3 . Reportedly a Communist, member of Furniture Workers Union,
Havana, Cuba .

His file contained no other pertinent information other than
the fact that he stated he was anti-Castro upon entry to the United
States .

Sister - Edith Elviria Rodri uez-Magel, Alien Registration
#A12-941-584, born 12/4/38 at Port-au-Prince, Haiti . She entered
the United States at New York City on 5/31/62 bearing Cuban Pass
port 247617 . She is spouse of Hans !lagel , Alien Registration
#A12-941-978, their last German address being Nakenheim Peid
Strasse 23 . She indicated her address in the United States as
1731 New Hampshire Avenue, N .W ., Apt . 203, Washington, D .C . The
file reflected no previous or present employment and no further
information was contained in her file .

Brother-in-law - Hans ita e1,' Alien Registration I.A12-941-978,
born 8 6 30 in Goettlngen, ~.est Germany . Fie entered the United
States at Hew York City on 4/31/62 bearing German Passport 43410529
issued at Havana, Cuba, 11/14/60 . He is described as white ; male ;
German citizen ; 5-6 1/2 ; 130 ; brown hair ; brown eyes ; fair com-
olexion . His father is Franz Magel and his mother Else Bilsing .
°revious addresses were listed as follows : 5/55 to 8/59, Rue
Geffraro 67, Port-au-Prince, Haiti ; 8/59 to 11/61, Paseoy 201,
Havana, Cuba ; 5/62 to present, 1731 New Hampshire Avenue, N .W .,
Apt . 203, Washington, D .C .

His employment history was listed as follows : 5/55 to 8/59,
employed by Antonio Rodriguez as a meat cutter ; 3/60 to 11/61,
Consolidado Carne, Havana, Cuba ; 7/12/62 to present, Auth Brothers,
Auth Sausage Company, Inc ., Washington, D .C ., as a Utility Meat
Cutter .

No further information of interest was contained in his file .
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The following individuals are the children of Edith
Rodriguez (subject's sister) and Hans Magel :

PINiece - Haiti 1!agel , Alien Registration #A12-941-582, born
5/9/59 in Haiti . She entered the United States with her Darents
at New York City on 5/31/62 . Her address was listed as 1731 New
Hampshire Avenue, N .W., Apt . 203, Washington, D .C . No further
information was contained in her file .

/ Niece - Inerid T!agel , Alien Registration #A12-941-583, born
3/10/58 inHaiti . She also entered the United States with her
parents at Mew York City on 5/31/62 . Her address was listed as
1731 New Hampshire Avenue, N .W ., Apt . 203, Washington, D . C . Her
file contained no further information .

On November 26, 1962, Immigration Service Files of all persons
in the name of Antonio Rodriguez, living in the Washington Metro-
politan area, were also reviewed by SA Robert R . yyanko :

Antonio R0driguez Gil, ' Alien Registration #All-005-711, born
7/7/3 in Orense, Spain . Entered the United States at New York
City on 3/25/58 to seek employment . His passport, No . 019965,
was issued at Washington, D .C ., and expires on 6/14/63 . His spouse
is Lola de Rodriguez and he has one child, Maria Gosefina Rodriguez .
He was previously employed in this country as a chauffeur at the
Embassy of Ecuador . He is presently employed as a chauffeur for
the Venezuelan Delegation, Inter-American Defense Board, Washington,
D .C., at $150 .00 per creek .

His file contained no further information .

Antonio 3planos Rodriguez, Alien Registration 'A12-577-204,
born

	

at La a ma, Canarias, Spain . His present address is
2013 Massachusetts Avenue, id .ll ., Washington, D .C ., and he is

	

'
enrolled in a full-time English training course at the Institute
of Modern Languages, Inc ., Washington, D .C . His file reflected
the name of a friend, Maria Macdalena, living at the YWCA in
Washington, D .C .

No other information was contined in his file .

Antonio Rodriguez Lansfield, Alien Registration #A12-188-602,
born 9 19 40 at Port-au-Prince, Haiti . tie entered the United
States on 1/10/60, bearing Passport #6085 issued at Santo Domingo,
Dominican Republic, and Visa #002657 . He stated that he came to
the United States to pursue his college studies .
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his file reflected that he is attending American University,
Washington, D .C ., majoring in Political Science. His address was
listed as 4904 Belt Road, N.W., Washington, D .C . His file also
reflected that he was employed as a delivery boy by the Piano and
Organ Foundation, 7215 Wisconsin Avenue, Bethesda, Maryland . He
may or may not have been employed by the Inter-American Development
Bank in Washington, as his file contained a letter addressed to
him in care of that establishment from the Immigration Service .
The file also reflected the name of his brother, Mario Rodriguez,
living at the same address .

His file contained no further information .

1-15-5 has been requested to determine whether any of the
individuals named Antonio Rodriguez, other than the subject, as
listed above, is of record .

On November 26, 1962, a name check was made by SA Kyanko
through the Central Student File, the Institute of Languages and
Linguistics, and the American Language Institute, all of Georgetown
University, Washington, D .C ., and no record of attendance could be
found in the name of Antonio Guillermo Rodriguez-Jones. The
subject's attendance at Ecole Francaise Internationale and the
Institute of Modern Languages was not personally verified inasmuch
as his Immigration Service File contained certificates of attendance
from the Directors of both schocls .

On November 28, 1562, a mail cover was placed at the subject's
apartment, No . 203, 1731 New 1ampshire Avenue, N .W ., Washington,
D .C . ; and the subject's father's address, 1638 R Street, N .W.,
Washington, D.C . These covers were placed through Postal Inspector
Joseph A . Verant and were confirmed with a letter to the Postal
Inspector in Charge, Washington, D .C., Mr . C . C. Garner .

On November 29, Postal Inspector Verant called and advised
that on November 29 a piece of registered mail, Registry No . 4741,
which consisted of a short correspondence envelope, was delivered
to the Granite State Apartment desk for ENRIQUE RODRIGUEZ JONES,'
1731 New Hampshire Avenue, N .W ., Washington, D .C . The letter had
been postmarked on November 21, 1962, at Havana, Cuba, and bore
the following return address :

Enriqu Ferez Cobian
Libert

e
ed 374 Eso aD Stampes

Santos S'uerez
iiavana, Cuba
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This return address information was relayed to ASAIC Miller,
PRS, and he later advised that subject's name is not of record .

The name of subject, Antonio Guillermo Rodriguez-Jones, was
also checked through the file of the Protective Research Section,
with negative results .

The files of PRS disclosed an incident involving the visit
of the President and Mrs . Kennedy to the Pan American Union
Building, Washington, D.C ., on April 14, 1961, on the occasion
of an address to the Special Meeting of the Council of the Organi-
zation of American States, which is of" interest to this investigation .
ATSAIC Stewart G . Stout, White House Detail, furnished a supplemen-
tal Protective Survey Report dated April 14, 1961, relative to
information which was received in connection with the survey of
the above-referred event .

It was learned that Quinton Pin'o Machado, alternate repre-
sentative to the Organization of Aanerican States for Cuba, and
the Cuban Adviser, Jose t^oleon Carrera ; would be present during
the President's address . Information was received from 1-15-5
that both of these individuals are known to carry firearms and have
a history of violence and should be considered dangerous . Photo-
graphs of the two subjects were obtained and the usual detail was
augmented by agents of the Washington Field Office . During the
course of the survey, further information was developed that the
Cuban Ambassador, Lechuga, was planning to leave Uashington for
New York City and that during the speech of the President his
place on the stage would be occupied by Machado.

All individuals entering the Pan American Union Building on
April 14, 1961, were checked and it was ascertained that neither
the Cuban Ambassador nor Machado or Moleon appeared at the meeting.

1-15-5 advised that the plan of Ambassador Lechuga was
designed to embarrass the United States by having an empty chair
on the stage when President Kennedy addressed the gathering.

On receipt of information from 1-15-5 that subject was
possibly employed at the Georgetown Inn, the records of that
establishment were checked c~ovember 22, 1962, under a pretext that
the reporting agent was a representative of the wage Board . It
was learned th3 the subject was employed at the Georgetown Inn,
Wisconsin and ti Street,

	

4ashin-,tcn, D .C ., during the period,
9/18/62 to 10/28/62, as a bus boy, Social Security #578-60-0661 .



Fie listed his previous employment as Paul Young's Restaurant on
Connecticut Avenue, Washington, D .C ., from 1959 to 1960, as a
bus boy .

The firm auditor, Mr . Herbert C . Frith, confided that he
recalled the subject as a very intelligent young man who was
versed in French and Spanish and had taken languages in school in
the United States . On October 28, 1962, the subject, whose
services were entirely satisfactory, iidicated he was resigning
and requested his final pay check. While waiting for his check
to be prepared, the subject stated that he felt it was necessary
for him to devote his full time and energies to Fidel Castro and
the Cuban cause in the United States . He stated further that he
planned to move to New York City to join the Cuban "Army ."
hr . Frith recalled that subject was definitely pro-Castro and,
from his conversations, appeared to be a believer in the Communist
"line ."

(c) SURVEILLANCE :
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On November 24, 1962, 1-15-5 furnished this Service with
photographic slides of subject and members of his family . SAIC
i"souck, PRS, prepared photographs from these slides which have been
disseminated to the New York and Miami offices and personnel
involved in surveillance on this mse .

Surveillance on the subject was commenced on November 24,
1962, and is continuing .

On November 29, 1962, So_ecial Agents Alfred Wong and Paul A.
Scanlon of New York reported to the Washington Field Office for
special assignment involving surveillance of subject .

With the cooperation of No . 3 Police Precinct, Washington, D .C .
Detective Thomas Riley was assigned to reporting special agent for
the purpose of obtaining a suitable location from which to maintain
surveillance . A preliminary survey of the area surrounding the
subject's apartment disclosed that the conditions were very poor
for maintaining surveillance with an automobile . Consequently,
the owner of the building at 1740 New Hampshire Avenue, H .4: .,
furnished the keys to this .empty building for whatever use the
fietropolitan Police right deem appropriate in their investigations
of burglaries in the neighborhood .

Also, on iiovember 28, 1962, Apartment No . 217, Granite State
Apart,ients, was engaged for one month in the name o: James Williams .
The manager of this apartment was contacted by the police on a



pretext that this apartment would be occupied by the police in
conducting surveillance in connection with investigations of
burglaries in the neighborhood .

The results of the surveillance to date have disclosed that
subject is employed at Gusti's Italian Villa, 5th and Morse Streets,
N.E., Washington, D .C . ; that while he frequently visits his
father's apartment at 1638 R Street, N .W ., he does not appear to
have any male companions .

date :
There follows a chronology of the.surveillance maintained to

11/24/62, 2 :00 P .H .

A survey was made of the entire neighborhood and building.
Subject was observed in Apartment 203 and did not leave the apart-
ment during the day . Surveillance was discontinued at 11 :00 P.M .

Descriptions :
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The subject is described as white ; male ; 19 ; light
tan complexion ; reddish-black kinky hair ; 170 pounds ;
5' 6" ; very muscular build ; speaks Spanish and French ;
wears dark knee-length car coat and a gray herringbone
top coat, red plaid peak sport cap, and sport clothes .
He has not been observed to wear glasses and does not
smoke .

His aunt, Yvonne Jones, described as white ; female ;
55 to 60 years ; 5 ft . tall ; 120 sounds ; heavy build ;
pasty gray complexion ; black-gray stringy hair ; bow-
legged ; pronounced hooked nose ; high broad forehead ;
wears conical-shaped beige hat, black cloth coat-double
breasted, hip length, with black squares and an orange
border .

Subject's mother, Edith Rodriguez Jones, described
as white female ; 45 ; 5' 6" ; 140 pounds ; large boned ;
black hair in a bob ; thick full mouth ; wears dark lip
stick, a dark full-length coat, green conical-shaped hat ;
well dressed .

11/25/62

Commenced 7 :00 A.M . Nothing of an unusual nature was
observed in the subject's apartment until 9 :30 P .E . when a number

S°crei



guests were observed arriving to attend what appeared to be a
birthday party. One couple left at approximately 10 :00 P.M . and
was observed by SA Ned Hall entering 1638 R Street, N .W.,

Discontinued at 11 :00 P .M .

11/26/62

SAIC Geiglein arranged with Deputy Chief Scott, Metropolitan
Police Department, for assistance in maintaining surveillance .
As per agreement, one plainclothes man would work with one Special
Agent of this Service during the hours from approximately 7 :00 A .M .
to 11 :00 P .M .

	

This arrangement continued until December 3, 1962 .

At 11 :00 A.M ., the subject, his aunt, Yvonne Jones, and his
mother, Edith Rodriguez Jones, were observed leaving the apartment .
They proceeded northeast on New Hampshire Avenue to 16th Street,
N .W ., where they boarded a downtown bus .

	

SA Hall observed the
subject returning to the apartment at 4 :30 P .M . that date .

The purpose of subject's trip downtown was to prepare neces-
sary papers for Immigration & Naturalization . While subject and
his aunt were visiting the headquarters of Immigration & Naturali
zation, they were observed by SA Kyanko who was in that office
to review records of subject and his family .

At 9 :15 P .M ., the subject was observed leaving his apartment
and was followed on foot to 1638 R Street, where he entered
his father's apartment on the 3rd floor . Subject left this building
at 11 :05 P .M ., carrying a magazine, and proceeded directly on foot
to his own apartment .

Discontinued 11 :20 P .I? .

11/27/62
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At 10 :08 A .M ., the subject was observed departing his apart-
ment and proceeding southeast on New I:amoshire Avenue, east on
R Street, to an address believed to be 1714 R Street, NX., where
he disappeared . SA Hall regained contact with subject at 1 :30 .P .M .
when he was observed returning to his apartment . iic further
activity relating to the subject was observed .

Discontinued 11 :20 F .M .

,, .n5 A .t' ., SA Taylor and Detective Riley or^
- nq his apartment at 1638



Description :

Antonio Rodriguez Echazabal is described as white ;
male ; Cuban ; 5-9 ; 185 ; heavy build ; black bushy mustache ;
wears horn-rimmed glasses ; wearing a off-brown olive top
coat ; graying, receding hair .

He was observed leaving his apartment, proceeding east on
R Street to the Chastleton Hotel where he purchased a paper and
returned to the front of his apartment . There he met a group in
a 1962 steel-gray, Buick LeSabre sedan, bearing New York License
Plate 6 Q 5419 . After parking the car, the group accompanied the
elder Rodriguez to his apartment. Thid group consisted of four
negro males, well dressed.

The license number of this car was checked with the flew York
State Police and is registered in the name of Dorothy Powell,
271 - 23~.Pladome Avenue, Queens Village, New Y-67Z-.

1-15-5 was apprised of this meeting and furnished the follow-
ing information :

Present at the meeting were :

	

R~~amiro Lo~f, resident of the
District of Columbia, Cuban exile ; tlarconbrun, exile from
Eaiti, residing in Long island, N .Y . ; Gaston Jumelle, exile from
Haiti, residing in New York (this person was called by the subject's
father on October 5 and October 25, 1962) ; Louis d-ejoiee,'Haitian
exile who resides in New York .

The purpose of this meeting was an attempt on the part of
the Haitian exiles to obtain support of the Cuban anti-Castro
~rouo for a Haitian movement designed to overthrow the rule of
?resident Duvallier of Haiti . The leader of this movement is Paul
D . Piagloire, a former President of Haiti .

11/28/62
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At 10 :55 A.M ., the subject was observed departing his apart-
ment, proceeding northeast on Hew Hampshire Avenue, and hailing
a Yellow Cab (not otherwise identified) .

At 11 :48 A . :! ., the mother and aunt were observed leaving the
apartment and entering 1638 :: Street, ~~ . " .

At 3 :50 P .11 ., Yvonne Jones appeared on foot at 1731 New
:Hampshire Avenue, ,f .d ., carrying groceries . At 4 :35 P .M .,



subject's mother was observed entering 1731 New Hampshire Avenue .

At 9 :45 P .M ., subject returned to his apartment .

Discontinued at 11 :30 P .M .

11/29/62

Subject was not observed leaving the apartment ; however, he
was observed returning at 3 :10 P .M .

	

Subject and mother departed
the apartment at 3 :40 P .M .

	

Subject was dressed in what appeared
to be a waiter's uniform - black bow tie ; white shirt ; black pants ;
highly shined shoes . Subject and mother entered 2039 New Hampshire
Avenue, N .W ., and about 10 minutes later departed, the mother
returning to the apartment, and the subject hailed a Diamond Cab,
Mo . 298, at the 2000 block of 16th Street, N .W . As the cab pulled
out from the curb, it was struck by .a panel truck, and subject
departed from the cab and hailed a Yellow Cab, No . 363, which
proceeded west on U Street .

Inquiry of the Yellow Cab Company disclosed that subject was
let out of the cab in front of 1150 Connecticut Avenue, N .W .

At 7 :45 P .M ., the subject's mother departed the apartment
and proceeded to 1614 - 17th Street, N .W., entering that building
and visiting a woman in Apartment 406 . This apartment is listed
for a Florenti no Rodriguez . At 9 :10 P .M ., the mother returned to
apartment .

At 11 :00 P .i °. ., surveillance was discontinued .

11/30/62
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The Washington Detail agents were relived by Special Agents,
Wong and Scanlon from New York .

At 10 :25 P .M ., the subject departed the apartment, boarded
a bus at 16th and U Streets, N .W ., and was observed entering
Gusti's Italian Villa, 5th and Morse Streets, N. -c . Discreet inquiry
disclosed that the subject was working at this establishment as a
waiter .

At 2 :50 P .M ., the subject was followed back to his apartment .
At 3 :15 P .M ., the subject, his mother, and his aunt departed the
apartment and walked one block to 1731 Figos Place, N .W . An
intorr.-ant later advised that the person subjects visited at this
address was probably a 2'rs . -aum .

i .
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12/2/62

(d) CONCLUSION :
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At about 3 :35 P .M ., the subject left alone and walked toward
New Hampshire Avenue, and shortly thereafter returned to 1731 Riggs
Place . Ten minutes later he again left this apartment with a
woman believed to be his mother . They went to 1638 R Street, N .W .

At 4 :00 P .M ., what is believed to be the mother and the aunt
departed this address and were not followed . About 25 minutes
later the subject departed and surveillance was discontinued at
about 17th and Q Streets . It was later determined that he was
employed as a waiter at Gusti's Italian Villa that evening .

At approximately 5 :30 P.M., the subject departed his residence
with a woman who was either the aunt or the mother . They walked
to R and 17th Streets, N .W ., at which point the subject took a
taxicab alone and was followed to Gusti's Italian Villa and was
observed entering the premises .

	

It-was later learned that he
worked as a waiter at that restaurant until 2 :00 A .M . the following
day .

No activity was observed involving the subject .

CO-2-32,682
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This investigation is being continued in ';!ashington, D .C ., , in
an effort to clearly establish whether Antonio Rodriguez Jones-'was
the intended recipient of this letter and whether or not a Dlot is
in effect to assassinate the President of the United States . Every
effort will be made to determine the full circumstances surrounding
the preparation of this letter . Liaison is continuing with 1-15-5
and 1-15-9, also with 1-15-46, in an effort to obtain additional
information pertinent to this investigation .

Two copies of this report are being forwarded to Miami and
New York . SAIC Geiglein confirmed telephone calls with those
offices in memoranda dated November 28, 1962 . It was requested
that they initiate inquiry through reliable informants, by indirect
or discreet means, to learn something of the reputation of the
subject or his father, and photographs were furnished . Additional ,
photographs are being forwarded to these offices of (1) Jose Holeod
Carrera, and (2) Quinton Pino Fachado . If it is learned that an
informant knows the subject, the photographs of Nachado and Carrera
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should be shown in an effort to determine whether or not these
two individuals have been seen with the subject, or whether or
not they can be tied in in any way with the activities of the
subject .

Two copies of this report are being forwarded to Baltimore,
with photographs of the subject, his father, Jose Ptoleon Carrera,
and Ouinton Pino Machado, requesting that inquiry be initiated
through reliable informants in an effort to learn whether or not
the subject has any connection with the Office of the Consulate
General of Venezuela . It is noted that on October 17 and
November 2, 1962, calls were made from subject's phone, Columbia
5-1965, to that office . If it can be learned that the subject
is known by informants, effort should be made to determine
whether or not there is any tie between the subject and Machado
and Carrera .

P. Lookout for subject remains in effect with the White House
Police .

CET : mkd
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UNITED STATES SECRET SERVICE
TREASURY DEPARTMENT

SYNOFSIS

Subject interviewed under pretext . Infor-
mation developed concerning the existence of
a third letter postmarked- Havana, Cuba, dated
11-5-62, addressed to one Carlos Meneses% and
signed "2epe." There is ev-3.aencethat a
pattern has been established which indicates
these letters have been purposely misdirected
as part of disruptive tactics by the sender .
Investigation continues .

	

_

S E C R E T

Reference is made to report by the undersigned dated November 30,
1962, relating to the first letter in this case . After being pro-
cessed at the protective Research Section this letter was personally
delivered to SA :ouglas X. Brown of the Federal Bureau of Investi-
gation by SA Robert R . Kyanko (1-15) on ?iovember 26, 1962 .

Reference is lade to report by the undersigned dated December 10,
:062, relating to the second letter . The original of this letter
was received from

	

[deleted]

	

, Central Intelligence P4ency liaison
:-an, by the reporting special agent on December 12, 1962, and per-
sonally delivered to the custody of SAIC Robert I . Bouck, Protective
-_search Section; on December 13, this original letter was transmitted

to the Federal Bureau of Investigation with a covering memorandum .

Both of these letters are currently being processed by the FBI
'or possible association and identity of the sender and also for the
possibility of code and writings in invisible ink . This Service will



be advised of the results o- these examinations and, per agreement,
the FBI will return these original letters at the conclusion of
their processing .

On December 10, 1962, Informant 1-15-45 advised of a letter _
recently intercepted, dated November 5, 1962, from Havana, Cuba .
This letter was addressed to one Carlos ieneses, P . 0 . Box 347,
Guatemala City, Guatemala . 1-15-45 disclosed that a substantial
Dortion of the letter states :
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"Prepare for air force uprising to take place 3rd week,
this month . Imperative Ydigoras be overthrown . This
will be first uprising of series already prepared.
Latin America must be totally Communist within one year .
Long live Piorld Revolution . On dictating these orders
I am carrying out direct orders of Fidel ."

There is every indication, from information and reports
extant, that Carlos '.'eneses is not known at P . 0 . Box 347 in
Guatemala City and that, consequently, the letter was intercepted
and turned over to a person of authority in the Guatemalan Govern-
-.ent . Intelligence sources in Guatemala City indicate that Heneses
was a faycr of the departmental capital of Chimaltenango and was
elected and served as a .-.;ember of the government's Executive Com-
�ittee . A cozy of this letter was turned over to a representative
of 1--5-9 and the original letter is being used by the government
of Guatemala in their-current investigation .

During this current phase of the investigation of Antonio
ccriguez y Jones, information was developed by 1-15-17 concerning
the background and reputation of his associates, as foilo".as :

Claude Thomas D~u1-a (referred to in report dated 12/10/62,
page 4), born sec . 15, 1938, in Port-au-Prince, Haiti ;
described as 5' 6" ; 150 bounds ; black hair ; black eyes ;
Social Security No . 095-34-4198 . Desulme's last listed
address was 1505 Varnum Street, :( .'.9 ., f ;"ashington, D .C .
His employment history indicated that he had been employed
from Feb . 1960 to Jan . 1961 with the Endnore Plastic Co.,
and from Seat . 1961 to Feb . 1962 with the Leslyn Products
Co ., a plastics prccesser ; further information indicated
that he had Vaviously been employed with the Television
i.ationale de 4aiti in the capacity of

	

public relations
an sn~ _

	

oresen-l :-	__--co,He_ __ `or

	

plp,:-. ._ . .~th
tae

	

.

	

_

	

;t3-- _

	

_I:r _-azi^

	

- . _

	

c c - za, z.-._ secu_iz.
ir.vestigationdisclosed rot'..̂i : -o= a c_rogator,

	

n_tu_ _ con-
cernin t:le bac,;brcunc. o: Desul -.e .

S E C R E T
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It is noted in report dated 12/10/62 that the subject had
been in contact with one Andrew Jo11e `in the Moroccan
Embassy . 1-15-17 advises that, to a 1 probability, this
was the anglicized spelling for the Press Attache of the
Moroccan Embassy, a Mr . Abdelhak Jalil . This individual
was known by 1-15-17 to have bee .ee ing employees in an
effort to cover both sides (pro and con) of the Cuban
situation.

	

"

in an effort to determine the author of the second letter
received for investigation, the files of :various government agencies
were checked for the name, Jose Kenendez~ with negative results .

On December 10, 1962, 1-15-17 disclosed that one Jose Menendez
v ~ajos was associated with. the Fair Play for Cuba Co=_tsee :_ ,
a -ro-Communist group, and that in July 1961 his wife, Carrie

ancez , who was also associated with that group, waste to
nave been agitating fcr her husband's return to Cuba .

Ramos is described as "

	

e ; male ; born 11/11/21 in Havana,
eca ; 5-6 ; 150 ; h_oo-:n eyes ; black hair ; last known residence in

tine United Stases, 1211 i/2 - 17th Avenue, Tampa,Fla ; last
_ .-oloyrent, as a '_k_r in the Union Bakery, 1506 - 9th Avenue,
.amoa, _la .

.. .ccording to 1-15-17 , Ramos via;::now.to be a member of the
Executive Board for the FPCC in Tampa . On October 23, 1961, Ramos
and :.is wife were observed in Cuba and Ramos was described as
C-cupy-ag a 'top job" with the Castro Government . Ramos has
abanccned his re.,-cence -. . the United States .

A telephone call was placed on Dece-ber 11, 1962, by the
reporting special agent to SA Arnold :< . Peppers, Tampa, relating
t'cie above information concerning Jose Menendez y Ramos . It was
requested that SP. Peccers obtain as many soecimers o= the sub-
ject's handwriting and/or handprinting as available and that these
speci-.ens be forwarded to the Washington Field Office as soon as
possible .

Accordingly, specimens of Ramos handwriting were forwarded
to this office Decer.ber 12, 1962, orith report of S1 Peppers .
.-.lso, s-pecimens of Ramos handwriting and handprinting were un
covered by the reporting special agent at the .,merican 3-, kery and
_ . .-_clopery '. :0'"' :__r5 Inter-.-_:oval "rior. (a7L-!.L1)), 11 20 Connec-
.:_c, ... r"Ya . ._°_~, ., . . . .,

	

D . ., .
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On December 14, 1962, Mr . Irby Todd of the Office of the
Examiner of Questioned Documents, Treasury Department, made a
preliminary examination of the first and second letters and
disclosed that they were of common authorship . In examining the
specimens of the handprinting available, reported to have been

	

`
executed by Jose Menendez y Ramos, Examiner Todd furnished the
opinion that in all probability these were not specimens of Ramos'
handwriting but rather that someone had prepared these forms on
which the handprinting appears for Ramos . In studying the hand-
writing of Ramos, Er . Todd disclosed that Ramos is capable of
writing and printing in an above-average style .

A further examination will be made by the EQD in Washington,
D .C ., when all specimens o: 7amos handwriting have been received .

Informant 1-15-48 was contacted and disclosed nothing of inter-
est which would contribute to this investigation . All contacts .
observed by 1-15-4o between the subject, Antonio Rodriguez Jones,
_nc; others have been in connection with the oursuanc_ of better
e-:?loyment and wit-. personal friends on.. which there is no deroga-
tory information.

On December 12, 1962, informant 1-15-49 was interviewed con-
cerning the subject and whatever background information could be
obtained relative to secbers of the subject's farily .

1-15-49 indicated that subject's rather, Antonio Rodriguez E
Echazabal,.was well known by officials in the Cuban government,
::otho<_=ore and after the Castro revolution . He recalled that
the subject's father was engaged as a butcher (owned a meat store)
in Haiti and that when Castro came into cower the elder 2odriguez
a:alked into the Cuban Embassy in Haiti and advised that he was the
new :ambassador. In 1959 there were reports that the elder Rodri-
guez had shot and killed an individual associated with an anti-
Castro group . Since that time he has been held in very low esteem
by groups involved in anti-Castro activities .

[Deleted .]
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1-15-49 ;caew of the infamous reputation of Jose Moleon Carreraand Quinton Pine Machado ; that both of these individu s were
members o

	

the linter American Defense Board and the Organization
of A.:nerican States ; and that Pioleon lived and operated out of the
Cuban Esbassy from January 1961 to January 1962 in a clandestined
manner . 1-15-49 knows of no association between the subject and
these two ; nrt,vi?-al s . i

''eLnen 1-15-49 was questioned concerning his knowledge of acts
of violence by pro-Castro groups in the United States, he recalled

.=t aDproxirataly four weeks ago Dr . Jose :-:iro Cardona, head of
t":e Cu-ban Revolutionary Council, was a most killed by a pro-Castro
revoluntionary group . 3e had driven his car to his ho^e and
approximately ore hour after he entered his home his car was blown -

cy a bomb which was set on tine fen r. 1-15-49 advised that
another government agency ~rvo vin investigations of a security
nature compared -`rapeats of this bomb with the bomb used by the
saboteurs in 2:esr York and could not associate the bombs as being
of common :manufacture . 1-15-49 said that the pro-Castro groups,
both inside and outside of the United States, are capable of any
acts of violence and have been known to purposely have directed
ccamunications to anti-Castro groups for reasons of harassment and
to cause difficulty for these individuals .

1-1s-49 knew of a Jose Menendez who was employed with the
Institute of National AgrarianReform and is presently occupying a
very ia!portant position with the Castro government. .ie could fur-
nish no further information concerning this individual .

1-15-49 offered full cooperation with this Service and stated
that ,,hen he is able to obtain a visa for the elder Rodriguez'
mother he will deliver it in person to 1731 Cew Hacn:sire Avenue,
; . .vf ., and attempt to obtain- as much information as Possible con-
cerning the subject . In addition, he indicated that he would

__'

	

=1r -
::n an effort to obtain more backgrcundinrcr .^natlon on t,e subject .

91-372 0 - 79 - 28(Vo1. 3)

S E C R _ T
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Through Mr . James F . Creene, Deputy Associate Commissioner,
Domestic Control, Immigration and Naturalization Service, Washing-
ton, D .C ., arrangements were made for the subject to be called into
the Immigration and Naturalization Field Office for reinterview,

On December 12, 1962, the reporting special agent posed as
an Imnigration and Naturalization investigator and was assisted
by William. B . Dinwiddie, Jr.,Investigator, INS, at which time a
signed, sworn deposition was obtained from the subject covering
his interrogation . It appeared very unusual that the subject and
'. .̂ is father took no steps to obtain clarification of their Immigra-
Lion and Naturalization status . They are presently both classified
=s parolees and neither has taken steps to become naturalized
-_ =zens .

	

in this status they can be placed in a detention center
by rhe INS if any information is developed that would have a bearing
c: anti-American. activities or that would indicate they were un-
truthful to I;S authorities in matters of an official nature .

During the -interrogation, the subject indicated that he knee:
lHartin z - ivero ~anZ Jose t:oleon, that ?ino t;achado; who, he

- sp Jxnew, nacdiscussed c:stn ni -3 a for eauca:=on nenind the
=non Curtin . - admitted !>eing contacted by Moleon concerning
=r-inez and also that he had taken a picture of a home of a Cuban

. . ~1 Attache <iiguel Pens ) at the reeuest of an officer in the
Cuban Embassy ; that he had visited the Cuban Embassy on a number of
occ=signs while his father was in the diplomatic corps for Fidel
..= trc ; and that he had purposely lied to officials in the Cuban
_- assy in order to protect his father . The subject admitted no
present involvement with any group or organization and indicated
allegiance to the American principles and his desire to remain in
she United States .

On December 13, 1962, the subject was accompanied by his
:' -:_er, to whom he read the deposition . The elder Rodriguez indi-
cated he was in agreement with the statements his son made con
ce:,ning his allegiance to the United States and offered his assis-
tance to the Immigration 'G Naturalization Service . Fe admitted
that he was presently working with a group to effect the overthrow
o the government in Haiti by peaceful means .

On December 17, 1962, copies of this deposition ". ._ furnished
SA Joseph Sculley of the Federal Bureau of Investigation

On December 13, a representative o_ ,_ State Department
.,_____n,

	

.

	

.
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sent this date to all security offices in the Latin American area,
advising of the possibility of additional letters emanating from
Havana, Cuba, signed by "Pepe," indicating acts of violence or
revolutionary activities . DIO mention was made in this dispatch
of the interest of the Secret Service or that any previous letters
were received which indicated the safety of the President was
involved .

It now a-opears that a pattern has been established relating
to the addressing and delivery of these letters under investigation.
The first letter was so improperly addressed it could not have been
directed to any individual in Washington, D . C .

	

The Post Officr-
surmised that the proper recipient was Antonio Podriguez Gil ;
however, investigation disclosed that this was in error. The
second letter was addressed to a known anti-Communist .,.ail drop in
':iari, Florida, and the third letter was addressed to a Post Office

at which the addressee was not known.

Investigation is being continued in Washington, D .C., in an
effort to obtain further information and knowledge concerning the
sender of these letters .

	

-

A request ',as been made through the State Department and
Central Intelligence Agency to obtain a copy or the original of
this third letter which was sent to Guatemala Citv .

Copies of the deposition obtained fror Antonio Bodriguez Jones
are being forwarded to the Miami, ?.`ew York, and i[ewark offices,
with this report, for whatever value _t may afford in current
investigations .

':he Chief's Office, through the CIA. Liaison, will explore
the possibility of further investigation in Havana, Cuba, to
determine the identity of the sender of these letters .

The Immigration & Naturalization Service in .c-ashington, D.C .,
disclosed that the file on Jose Menendez y Ramod, Ho . A 6190210 ,
is in ?:iami~ Florida .

	

it is requested that the itiami office obtain
pecir.,ans o: °a"cs'hand.iriting and/or handprinting and forward

them to 'r!ashinstcn, D .C., for examination by the 70D .

Close liaisor. is being continual .7_th 1-15-5, 1-15-9, 1-15-46,
a. .~ oth_ . _n---or is _. . a.- '_`or_ to ., .._ :_,. additional in=c_ .-at_o.i
_ _ . tl.nent to tnis
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. .

Copies of official reports received from other agencies,
and other pertinent data are included as attachments for the
Chief's Office only, as follows :

A . FBI Report on Antonio Rodriguez, Jr., 10/5/61 .

B . FBI Report on Antonio Rodriguez, Jr ., 10/25/61 .

C . FBI Report on Antonio Rodriguez Jones, 7/16/62 .

D . Lim?loyment Contract Card - Antonio Rodriguez (Jones),
Georgetown Inn .

Deposition. of Antonio Rodriguez Jones, 11/26/62 .

_ . Deposition of Antonio Rodriguez Jones, 12/12/62 .

G . 717 Report of Felipe artinez Fivero, 11/18/6 '2 .

_: . :.'_A Summary Report on P.n:onio Rodr guez Eehazabal, 2/5/0'2 .

I . Deposition Antonio Rodriguez --chazabal, 11/15/62 .

J . FB_ Report o= 7/3C/62 on Julio Carceran de Vall v Souzg/
(Phone, Franklin 1-5221,

	

Fla ., called by
Antonio Rodriguez (Sr .) 10/17/62, 10/22/62 E 10/25/62) .

~e_-ort of ATJAIC Stout, 4/14/61, relative to incident
involving Noleon and Macnado .

FBI report titled Dagoberto

	

:olerio renu or 1/26/62,
mentioninc recruit=ng activity o .- i-'olaon ( :age 7) .
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STATUS

	

TITra oa CARIOa

Protective Research

	

Continued

	

Plot to Asaassinato the President
m4crn"Tm NAGS AT

	

IWOO.

1:iami, Florida

	

Iovs ber T7-3'1, 1962
urvonGATICK MAN eT

VIA

Cpceial Agent rrnest 1. Ara6on
CQA/a

(A) L:'At .D1.CTiuh :

(JI

	

lie "its. 11 . ,~IitA .J :

[Deleted .]

[Deleted.]

STEOPSI3

Person Identified :
Name

	

: Antonio Rodriguez y Jon;e
Address : 1638 R Street, N. li.,

TLshington, D. C.

Diocreet inquiries of reliable sources of information
in 11ai has failed to reveal any information relating
to the subject .

Reference is ma ;e to 1on-r distance telephone call of Fovember 27, 1962 from
Special dg-at in Charge Harr7 :f . CeiClein, 4shington Field Office, to Special Agent
in Charlie John A. iarshrll, :Nazi, Fla., requesting discreet investigction in this
case .

Imwrwue a- rwe MM

ThrouGh tho period Lovea;uer 27 - 3 ,), 1962, discreet inquiries were image of all
reliable sources of i : .for7a:tion in the l:iami area relative to the subject matter .
During contacts with these known reliably sources of inforuetiod, the subject cutter
was not diacuss:d nor the subject of this icvesti6ation.

	

lo information of interest
%a a t1cveloped during; these i:_iries, althou;:( the nature of the inquiries was
extre::sly removed fro. the subject matter .

THIS DOCUKEHT N0t B"H'ko CFO '
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'urther refer-_c :ce i_

	

. ale to lorz distance telerhone call on
c;v~: .ber . _z, 1'ic2 iron ; S .c cial A~;^nt in Char-e. GeiC;lain, '!ashington

r'i_ld (.::ice, to

	

cia_

	

<.:rt .'ragon, :iawi, ila ., r^nuestiz%; the
results of in.quirie~: is tai .: area and also advisiz ;;~ of lon- -sistance
telcCho : :a calls mare from : .ashington, D . C . tele , 4hone nurzber 332-6277
liste to ::7rique Lodri-u z, brother of Antcnio 3odriE!wz y Jonec,
163_ ? Street, : : . i ., as follows :

(,n G , :touer 1;, 1902 to Fra :v,;lin 1-9:94,

	

Fla.
Cn Gctober 17, 19b2 to Franklin 1-9221, Idaru., :la .
(An tnto ;.er 23,

	

to :renlar 1-322_,

	

:iami, "'_a .
Gn (.ctooer : .j, 1962 to Franklin 1-9221, i .iami, Fla .

CO-2-32,6&2

lt is ncce . tnr.t the a.d :rass cf Julio 3arceran, 222 : . _ . 17th
: :ia ;:d, :!a ., is i : : tire vicinity of the aadre_.s o_° __nfcr.: :ant 3-11

23 .

:nfcn7=rt ;-1i-2j wa

	

a.:te I r-ilacive to Julio ''arceran and
'_rPc . r .ant r .c_ its t;iat Julio

	

. arcQran i .-, well-knot:n .

	

°is 'U ll name is
Jul_c 3arcerc.n de ;i .11 . . az d h -. i ; ."-) ycars o:

	

;^e .

	

info:-,ant 3-1i-<

2 .

tri :: same crate ingUry w.rs n;r.d_- of a confidential source in Iiard
azni it via-- learn.. .̂ ' that tcle; :hoc . ": nucab . "r Franklin 1-9394 is a pay station
listen to the :;ico ote1, 3 .)i : .crth : .iami Ave., liami, Fla., and that
tee'_ chcn . nu :�b>r

	

1-;221 i° also a Lay station listed under the
name of Julio Garceran, 22 :3 : . .. . 17th Terrace, Iami, Fla .
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states that Garceran is a former magistrate aid professor in Cuba ; that
Garceran now clai:.:s to b=. the head of the Constitutional Government of
Cuba ii : :;r-il°_ ani has laid his own plans to take over the presidency of
Cuba after t: :e overtiirow of Castro . Info-:art states that Garceran is
not recognized b; legitinate and responsible Cuban organizations in 2iami
and that he does not hav:; a large following . Informant states that
Garceran's ideals are considered "fantasy ."

The information relating to the lists of the telerhone numbers was
relayed to 3p :cial A,,-.t rmk G . 5tcner, 'r :ashingtor Field OfAce, ,ash-
inr;ton, Lj . C ., 7 ovemoer3J, 1962 via long distance telephone call, together
r.rith the informaticr. pertaining, to Julio Garceran .

Continuel L:vesti ation in this case is held in abeyance per-din; further
instructions frc~: t...̂ controllin; office :



~va. ,~, (R. .ISd)
+L,YOY .OCY R.-

o-)

Protective Research I

	

Continued

NVESTwAT*N MADE BY

DETAR&

(A) INTRODUMON :
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Miami, Florida

	

FILE Mo . CO-?x"32,682
TYPE OF CASE

	

STATUS

	

I TITLE OR~

INVESTIGATION MADE AT

	

PERMCOVERED

Dade County, Florida

	

12-7/12-62
SAes Robert J. Jamison

SAIC John A. Marshall : &

	

Ernest I. Aragon

SINQSIS

Cuban Plat to Asaassiaate
the President.

Bernardo Hotalesw

A,letter written in Spanish, postmarked at Havana,Cuba
November 29, 1962, sent by Jose Meadenez, 5th Avenue
No . 2611, Reparto Mi ramar , Marianao, Havana, Caba,
addressed to Bernardo Morales, 1partado 1624, Miami,

Ii Florida, was intercepted at Miami by 3-11-11, on
December 7, 1962 . The letter reveals a plot to
assassinate the President of the United States .
Traces are being ran on Bernardo Morales and persons
of similar names as well sa other names contained in
subject letter . Bernardo Adalberto Morale&-Hivero,
a remote possibility, is being checked out further.

Cn December 7, 1962, 3-11.14 telephoned Special Agent in Charge John A.Marshall at his residence and informed him of the receipt of a lstter, written
in Spanish, which they had intercepted and which revealed a plot to assassinate
the President of the United States .

3-:1,7.4 stated the letter was postmarked at Havana, Cuba, November 29, 1962
and indicated it was sent by Jose Menendez, 5th Avenue 2611, Reparto Miramar,
Mariana&, Havana, Cuba, addreearnardo Morale&;Apartado (Box) 1624,
Miami 1, Florida.

	

3-11--11, advised

	

a

	

etter was e

	

vexed to them by a source
on December 7, 1962 .

	

They further advised that Bent 1624 at Miami, Florida,
is listed to Radio Libertad ]a Van Anti-Cononnista de America and the local
representatives or

	

o

	

e

	

are

	

ue

	

e

	

eredia and Aida Mayo
Cagtera. both currently residing at 152 S.E . Third St ., Apt. 37, Mi

	

~,rida .
3-11-1d, further advises Radio Libertad is a clandestine organization which
broadcasts from Caracas, Venezuela.
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They stated that Post Office Box 1624 at Miami, Florida, serves as a
letter drop for correspondents wishing to communicate with the radio station .

They advised that the original letter was being forwarded to the Chief's
Office and a copy of the original letter and a translation of the letter were

made available to the Miami office .

The contents of the letter were thoroughly analyzed and discussed at
the Miami level with 3-11-14 and the opinion has been expressed that the let-
ter may be either provocative type letter or it may possibly contain a
message for United States authorities . It appears that the tent of the subject

letter is prominently explicit and specific with respect to the intent .

Source said they have ram traces

	

Bernardo Morales and have developed
one Berna~p 4dalberto Morales-Rivero as the possible intended recipient of
this letter, although this is only a remote trace . Bernardo Adalberto
Morales-3lvara furnished as contacts in Miami one Octavio Ledo of 6083 W .
16th Ave., Hialeah, Florida, as well as Manolo

	

epo. and Jorge Morales .

3-ll-11, further advised that their traces on Bernardo Morales and the
other names appearing on the subject letter are being continued .

	

They have
requested that inquiry of Radio Libertad to determine if a Bernardo Morales
is working for the radio be initiated through their headquarters in Washington .

They report no traces on Olga Duque de Heredia .

3-11-1.4 furnished a trace on one Aida Mayo4which indicates that as of

1960 her name appeared on a list of names carried in the personal effects
of the Cuban Ambassador to the U.N .

	

She was reported to be a member of the
26th of July Movement in New York .

	

She is also reported to be a Cuban agent
V in the U.S . who resided at 330 Haven Ave ., New York City .

	

Aida Mayo is said
to be a close friend of Fidel Castro and, although not an official of the
Cuban government, she sometimes acted on behalf of the Cuban government .

A trace on Radio Libertad La Voz Anti-Communiata de America, furnished
by 3-11-118, indicates that in 1961 Joe

	

ez Blane and Mario Alto visited
the U.S . Embassy in Caracas, and informed the

	

assy that they represented'&
clandestine radio in Venezuela and furnished information relative to their
broadcasting schedules .

	

It is reported that they had the means to re-broadcast
material to Latin countries, including Colombia, Panama, Venezuela and Jamaica,

as well as Cuba . The purpose of their call at the U.S . Embassy was to request

broadcast material but they did not otherwise ask for financial support .
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3-11-14 stated that they do not know at the Miami level whether they
are supporting Radio Libertad .

Special Agent in Charge John A . Marshall, Miami, telephonically advised
Special Agent in Charge Geiglein of the Washington Field Office of the
interception of this letter in Miami and its contents and that the original
letter would be forwarded to the Chief's Office for a technical check .
Special Agent in Charge Marshall. farther requested that the Washington Field
Office endeavor to determine through sources of 3-11-14 whether Bernardo
Horales'is an employee of Radio Libertad in Caracas and further that they
attempt to determine the identity of Jose Menendez, the sender of this
letter in Havana, Cuba through their sources in Cuba .

On December 10, 1962, a photostatic copy of the letter addressed to
Antonio Rodriguez at Washington, D.C . was received by the Miami office and
comparison of the handprinting on that letter with the handprinting on the
letter addressed to Bernardo Morales in Miami, Florida, makes it appear
evident that both letters were penned by the same person .

A translation of the letter addressed to Bernardo Morales at Miami,
Florida, as furnished by 3-11-14 is as follows :

"Havana, 27 Nov . 62 .

	

Dear Bernardo .

	

Today Carlos
gave me your new P.O . Box . This info was given to
him by your friend Miriam .

	

For days I have wanted
to write to you as I have to various of our mutual
friends, giving them the instructions which follow
and which I am sending you .

	

I hope that they will
arrive in time . How to the Hatter :

	

I have already
communicated to 'your fr?.ends' of Miami and Passain
and to those in Washington the precise instructions
for the attempt which we are planning against Ken-
nedy in ?Washington or if that should fail when he
visits Brazil .

	

It is necessary to mortally strike
imperialism at its very heart .

	

If we are able to
kill President Kennedy, it would be a great success,
super extraordinary, for Fidel and for the Communist
Liberation Movement .

	

We Cubans are the ones who are
marching with world-wide Communism. We are consoli-
dating a Harodst-Leninist Regime within 90 miles
from the U.S .

	

Get an interview with them (Sic) . We
have to rely on our own forces . Russia can not do
it all . There is enough already . Believe me, if
we are able to do this we will paralize imperialism
completely .

	

They will respect Fidel and his Govern-
ment more .

	

The tactics to follow in the future is

CO-2-32,682
3 .
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one of constant agitation throughout America in order
to Frighten or terrorize capitalism . The idea is
erroneous that there has to be quiet for the time be-
ing .

	

No matter how difficult the situation may be,
one must never be afraid of imperialism .

	

Did you
not see, thanks to the sabotage in Venezuela, during
the past month, that we paralized the invasion of
Cuba during the blockade? We will also completely
paralize the future plans of the United States if
we are successful in killing Kennedy . Certainly in
the face of such an act Vice President Lyndon Johnson
will not get involved with us for a long time . To
this end, get in contact with 'your friends' so that
they will give you the instructions which they have
received through the appropriate channels . Your
tactics should be to continue demonstrating yourself
as anti-Communist, more specifically anti-Castro, as
you have .

	

Up to now you have played your role very
well and you have been successful in completely
deceiving the F .B .I . You are an artist .

	

By the
way, are you already speaking over the radio against
Fidel? How it will make me laugh to hear you. The
F.B .I . cannot cope with us . They are embeciles,
Cretins .

	

I have decided to send you this by sail
since your 'anti-Communist' address certainly will
not be 'controlled' by the F .B.I . Furthermore I do
not wish to take advantage of other means .

	

The
specific and detailed instructions of the plan will
be sent by means known to you.

	

Answer by the same
means .

	

Fidel :s very anxious to know how the plans
are progressing . I salute you . Signed : 'Peps' P.S .
How is your wife? Greet her and your brother warmly."

(B) GE1QEUL INQUIR1r
"
S :

GO-2-32,682
4 .

On December 10, 1962, on the premise that the subject letter may have
been intended for a recipient in Post Office Box 1624 in Post Office branches
in the general Miami area, Post Office boxes 1671; in Coral Gables, Miami
Beach and North Miami Beach, Florida, were checked through the postal
inspector's office . Post Office Box 1624 at Miami Beach 39, Florida, is
assigned to Arthur Baron, 1777 Collins Avenue, having been rented in Septem-
ber 1962 .

	

The Post. Office Box by the same number at Coral Gables 34,Florida,
is assigned to Florence Higgs, 277 Minorca, having been rented on February
23,1962 . The Post Office Box by the same number at North Miami Beach 61,
Florida, has not been in use since 1958 .

The Main Post Office at Miami, Florida, does not maintain a dead letter
file for mis-addressed mail .
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On December 10, 1962, Special Agent Robert J. Jamison, Miami, checked
the files of federal and state investigative agencies in the Miami area
for information relative to Bernardo Morales but he was not found of record .
On the same date Special Agent Jamison checked the records of the Immi-
gration & Naturalisation Service, Miami, Lad learned that they had a file
on one Bernardo Adalberto Morals&-Riverarwhoee Immigration & Naturalization
Service number is 1.12903942. Moralea-Rlvero was born on February 71,,1928
at Sagua,LoGrands, Ire Villas, Cuba . Re is five feet seven (S'7°) in height,
lW pounce in weignt, has brown eyes and brown hair, and wears a mustache.
Morals,-8lvero entered the United States on June 5, 1962, through Miami
International Airport under Cuban passport No . 6863 and was admitted for an
indefinite period . At the time Morals&-3lvero entered the United States
he was carrying a fraudulent B-2 visa whigh he declared was fraudulent . At
the time of his arrival in Miami he gave political reasons for defecting
from Cuba .

On September 5, 1962, Bernardo Adalberto.itiverll eubmitted a statement
to the Immigration & Naturalization Service, wherein he states in part that
he is a citizen of Cuba and that he has never been arrested or deported from
the United States and that he has never belonged to any Communist organization.
The statement is signed "Bernardo Morales" .

Norales-,Rivero list@ members of his immediate family as Bernardo Morales,
father, age 71; Micaela Rivera, mother, age 61 ; and Manuel& de la Caridad
Elias Planellos, wife, age 33 . He also lists contacts in the United States
as Octavio hedon of 6083 W. 16th Ave., Rialeah, Florida, and Manuel* Qaiepo
and Jorge Morales, both of Miami, Florida.

In September 1962 Morale,-$ivero submitted a change of address to the
Immigration service indicating that he is currently residing at 1,35 Bacon
Point Road, Pahokee, Florida, and is currently working for the Oceola Sugar
Mill in Pahokee, Florida.

	

His Social Security number is 265-74-5140,
secured under the name of Bernardo A. Morales.

On December 11, 1962, a source of 3-11-21 was interviewed in Miami.
[Deleted .]

Thissourcestated to his knowledge
there was no one by the name of Bernardo Morales working for the radio
station .
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On December 11, 1962, after repeated efforts, Olga Duque de Heredia
and Aida Mayo were located and interviewed .

	

0 a Du a do HersdJA is ;, "
also knorm as Olga Louis& de la Caridad'-as well as

	

a Dagne de Lopes
a Duque exhibited Cuban Refugee registration c

	

o. ZJ,343 which
indicated she entered the United States at Miami, Florida, on October
7, 1961. She is currently residing at 152 S .E . Third St ., Apt . 37,
Miami, Florida, and receives mail in care of Post Office Box 1624,
Miami 1, Florida . Olga Duque works for the Catholic Relief Center at
Miami .

Olga Duque stated that her husband, Humberto Lopes Peres, is one of
the original founders of Radio Libertad an~tly the director .
She said that the radio station in Caracas is a clandestine operation
and that they request all mail for the radio be sent to a letter drop
in Miami where she receives the mail and later forwards it to her hus-
band in Caracas .

	

She said that she rents Post Office Bas 1624 at Miami,
Florida, solely for the purpose of receiving correspondence for the
radio station . Olga Duque stated that she is not certain whethet the
radio reaches Cuba and emphasized that.ahe does not receive any mail.
from Cuba. She said that the majority of the correspondence for the
radio emanates from Venezuela and sources in the United States . She
said that as representative of the radio in Miami she is authorised
to open all mail before it is forwarded to Caracas .

Olga Duque stated that the letter addressed to Bernardo Morales was
picked up at the mail drop on Sunday, December 2, 1962 . She said that
she did not immediately open the letter because it had a Cuban return
address and that she initially intended to return it to the post office
since she did not know the addressee . Olga Duque said that on December
4, 1962, at her office located at 600 Biscayne Boulevard, site opened
the letter and after reading the contents she took the letter to a priest
at Gesu Catholic Church, who advised her to immediately surrender the
letter to the proper authorities .

Olga Duque said that as she did not know how to get in touch with the
proper agencies, on December 6, 1962, she eventually contacted Cesar
Ga ate an impeccable friend of long standing, who has been in Miami. for

s past three months, and who she considers to be of good moral character,
an avowed counter-revolutionary, and anti-Communist, in whom she confides
whole-heartedly, and surrendered the letter to him, with the request that
he deliver the letter to the proper authorities . (The letter was
delivered by Gajate to 3-1.1-14 on December 7, 1962 and a copy was,/
received by this Service on December 8, 1962.)

Olga Duque said that she is certain that Bernardo Morales is not
working for the radio station in Caracas . She said that she does not
know a Bernardo Morales as such nor the sender of the letter, Jose
Mendenez . She also said that Bernardo Adalberto--aorales-FLivero is un-

known to her, as well as any of the other names mentioned in the letter .
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Olga Duqus said that she is of the opinion that the letter was intended
to intimidate the operators of Radio Libertad and that the names and address-
of the srnder and the intended recipient are fictitious . She said that their
office in Caracas had bean broken into and a list containing the names of an
persow associated with the radio had been stolen .

Interview o

	

ida Maio.discloses the

	

lie
C ete

	

widow of 1141295@29C, deceased .

	

She is of record with the Cuban
Refugee Center

	

Miami under file

	

.181,1.2. She entered the United States
at Miami, Florida on March 5, 1961 an a Cuban refugee. She exhibited a docu-
ment which indicates she is me of the founders of the Partido Revolutionario
Cubano Authentico (Authentic Cuban Revolutionary Party), an anti-Castro
organisation .

	

Aids Mayo said that although she is residing with Olp D que,
she it in no way associated with Radio Libertad .

Aida Mayo said that she is oftentimes mistaken for another Aide Mao, who
is a close associate and aide to Pidel Castro . (She evidently is referring to
the Aid&"known to 3-1114) .

A photograph of Be:nardo Adalberto Morales4dvoro was exhibited to Olga
Duque and Aide Mayo, and neither was able to identify him as a person known
to them or an employee of Radio Liberted .

On December 11, 1962, Octavio Won: was interviewed at 6083 W. 16th Ave.,
Hialeah, Florida. His full name ie_Qstavio Ledon Haradania. He was born in
Cuba on January 19, 1922 and entered the~ai etaS a se a

	

ami, Florida, on
August 1, 1961 .

	

His Immigration k Naturalisation number is 112444404 . He
is presently an indefinite parole status in this powntry and is currently
working at the Talisman Sugar Company, at Talisman, Florida.

[Deleted .]

Octavio Ladon stated that he has known Bernardo Adalberto Morals-Rivero
who works in the Ocools Sugar Mill at Pahokee, Plorida,for over tea years .
He says that Moralea-Rivero is an honest, respectable man, end to his knowledge
has never been involved in politics . He says that Moralss-Rivero was forced to
leave his employment as a metal-amitb in Sagua LoGrands, Cuba, as the result
of pressures brought upon him to go work in the cane fields . He said that
Moralss-Rivero subsequently renounced the Castro regime and fled to Havana
where he remained in hiding until he was able to secure a visa, at which time
he left for Miami, Florida.
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Ledon stated that Morales-Rivero, to his knowledge, has never been
associated with any organizations and is an avowed anti-Coc~uniat . Ledon
stated that as long as he has known Morales-RiTero he has never suspected
that Morales-Rivero was a Castro-its or was sympathetic to the Communist
regime .

	

Ledon stated that Morales-Rivero is presently res1ding with his
family at Pahokes, Florida, and to his knowledge, he receives all mail'
addressed to him direct at his Pahokee, Florida, address.

Arrangements have been made for interview of Moralea-Rivero under pretest.

Reference is made to Memorandum Report dated November 30, 1962, submitted
by Special Agent C . E. Taylor, Jr ., Washington Field Office .

On December 10, 1962, 3-11-21 was interviewed relative to Anto
v Jonee ,iind his father, Antonio AndrnnRow-,iue -M-abyl~ atographa were
exhibited to them and the sources stated the subjects were unknown to them .

With reference to Jose Moleon Carrara,./j-11-21 stated that Carrera is a
former engineering student rom the University of Havana and was a member of
an organization known as "March 13". This source states that ode of the
leaders of the above mentioned organization was

	

aura Chaumont, now a minister
in the Castro government and formerly a Cuban ambassador to

	

saia. Source
related that Commander Moleon Carerra was appointed as a military attache to
the Inter-American Defense Council in Washington, D.C . The source states
that Commander :?oleos Carerra was not originally a member of the Communist
party and his sympathy was pro-Nationalist; nevertheless, he created great
problems in the Inter-American Defense Council, defending the Castro Commu-
nist regime . At present he is believed to be in Cuba .

1111th reference to duent:n Pino Machad,'-the source states that Machado was
a member of the 26th o Judy

	

vemen .

	

e of his brothers died in a terro-
rist action in the city of Matanzas .

	

Pino Machado served a prison sentence
in Cuba until December 31, 1958 . While he was in prison be associated with

>Armando Hart of the 26th of July Committee and he was indoctrinated into the
Comm=LTs7?arty . Machado was alternate ambassador to the United Nations and
although he never participated in debates, it is believed that instead he was
the organizer of subversive movements in the United States . Machado is said
to have worked during the fight against Batista in matters of sabotage .

In addition, with reference to a Colonel Hugo Trereo, the source advised
that Trego was a principal in the overthrow of the government of Perez
Jiminez in Venezuela. Source states that Colonel Trego had great military
backir3 in Venezuela and although he was in accord with the Betancourt govern-
ment, it was feared that he might instigate the overthrow of Betancourt . As
a result, Colonel Trego was given a diplomatic assignment in Washington, D.C .
in order to get him out of Venezuela.

On December 10, 1962, 3-11-,23 was interviewed relative to the subjects in
this case . The source reports that Antonio Rodriguez y Jones and Bertardo
Morales are unknown to him.
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The source states that Antonio Andres Rodrigaes-Echazabel formerly was
a resident in Haiti who, after the overthrow of Batista's government, was
designated as ambassador to Haiti. It was reported that he had some
difficulty with the Haitian government and was subsequently sent to another
country in the Americas where he was subsequently declared persona non
grata. He subsequently became ahLbaesador to Pakistan . His current where-
abouts is unknown but it is believed that he is in Washington, D.C .

The source reports that Commander Jose Moleon Carrera was in
Washington representing Cuba in the Inter-American Defense Council. The
source states that when Cuba was expelled f.-Ca the organization Commander
Moleon returned to Cuba and his current whereabouts is mslmown.

111th reference to Quentin Pino Machado the source states that
Machado had different diplomatic assignmenta in latin America and at the
present time he is believed to be representing Cuba in a country behind the
Iron Curtain, either in Rumania or Bulgaria.

The source added that in a session of the Organization of American
States held on October 25, 1961, the alternate representative of Nicaragua
charged Quentin Pino Machado, then Ambassador of Cuba, with interference
in the internal politics of Nicaragua. The source related that the Nicaragua
representative stated in his commentary that "on January 22,1960, Ambassador
Quentin Pino Machado presented his credentials . Nobody could have suspected
that behind the youthful appearance of the Cuban Ambassador was hidden the
personality of a terrible conspirator and terrorist. He carried in his
briefcase all the instructions, plans and orders to be carried out in Nicaragua
Immediately after being accepted as Ambassador he began to put into effect his
sinister activities under the protection of his diplomatic Iammnity.

"His first step was the foundation of the !,].ventud Patriotic&
National' (National Patriotic Youth), with youths of high schoo

	

e.

	

Aim
orb

	

zation served as a pIaTform f4

	

e ulterior eubverslva ac

	

tles
planned Pinomaenad.us taught the terrorisecnni.que an -- to drea _
p uses of destruction and cea=.

'The Cuban Embassy became the general headquarters of subversion .
The young tar=orist under the direction of Pino Machado, received daily
training in the manufacture of bombs, cutting of telegraphic lines and how to
blow up railroads.

	

The terrorists of the National Patriotic Youth perfected
their training with the pamphlets written by General Alberto Bayo (known in
file CO-2-31,789), a pernicious pans

	

o eacnes the tec

	

qua of
destruction . . . . . . . . . . . . Official and individual automobiles were burned on
the Streets. . . . . . . . ."

r
The source cautions that Quentin Pino Machado should be considered

a dangerous person . -

	

--

Further reference is made to Memorandum Report dated December 11,1962
from Special Agent Peppers, Tampa, Florida.



[Deleted.]

[Deleted .]
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On December 12, 1962, the records of the Immigration Service in Miami
were checked for Joss Menendes y

	

VV, He is of record under INS No.
A6190210 . He was

	

rn on November 11, 1921, at Cnanabacoa, Cuba. He is
five feet firs inches (5 1 5") in heigh4, 144 pounds in weight, has brown
eyes and black hair, ruddy complexion. He lists his occupation as baker
and mechanic .

	

He is married to Caridad Hernandez de Menende

	

He lists
his father as Hufino Menendez, deceased,

	

s mother, Josefa Hamos.

The INS file reveals that Jose Menendez y Ramos first entered the
United States on October 31, 1945, and remained mtil December 16, 1945 .

He again entered the United States on Febroar7 3, 1946, with Cuban
passport No . 2603, issued on June 29, 1943 which carried vies No. 7317
issued at Havens, Cuba, on January 24, 194 .

	

His reside.. in the United
States is listed as 1211 17thAvenue, Tampa, Florida.

He departed Tampa, Florida, on November 6, 1952 for a two-week pleasure
trip to Cuba, and he was permitted to re-enter the United States on December
23, 1952, with permission to remain until November 6, 1953 .

The next notation in this file indicates that Menendez y Ramos submitted
a request to return to Cuba and establish residence in that country, and he
renounced all his rights and privileges of a resident alien in the United
States .

	

He departed the United States on October 8, 1961, and returned to .
Cuba .

The report reflects that Menendez was elected an executive member of
the FPCC . His wife, Caridad Menendez, is reported to be a U.S . citizen,
having been born at Tampa, Florida. Menendez in reported to be "extremely"
pro-Castro and defends the Castro regime.

The report of 3-11-15 further reveals that Caridad Menendez was employed
by Doctor Torretta at Tampa, Florida, but was dismissed because of a letter
she wrote to a Tampa newspaper regarding the FPCC .

Caridad Menendez was reported to be sympathetic to the Castro regime and
as of September 6, 1961, she and her children returned to Cuba by wary of
Mexico .

In report of 3-11-15 dated December 29, 1961 s it reveals that as of
October 23, 1961, Jose.Menendez was known to have a "top job" in Cuba . He
is also reported to have been a leader of Communist youth in Cuba beforecoming to the United States .
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Photostatic copies of the handpriating of Jose Menendez y Samoa
contained in his INS file are being forwarded to the-Chief's Office
for analysis.

	

The original handprinting of Menendez y Ramos could not
be secured through the local I&NS office and they have suggested that
if required, a request be made that his file be forwarded to Washington
for analysis there.

The film negative of the photograph of Bernardo Adalberto MoraJ.es-
Rivero is being forwarded to the Chief's office for reproduction and
distribution.

All reliable sources in Miami have been tapped for information
relating to this case and investigation is'being continued . This case
is being coordinated in Miami with 3-11-15 and 3-11-14.

(I) DISPOSITICN:

Case continued .
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Conversation between William Somersett and 7oseph Milteer

November 9, 1963 :

Informant : Somersett

	

Subject : Milteer

Informant : I don't know . I think Kennedy is coming here on

the 18th, or something like that, to make some kind of speech .

I don't know what it is, but I imagine it will be on the T .V .

and you can be on the look for that . I think it is the 18th

that he is supposed to be here for a speech . I don't know

that it is supposed to be about .

Subject : You can bet your bottom dollar he is going to have

a lot to say about the Cubans . There are so many of them here .

Informant : Yes . Well, he will have a thousand bodyguards .

Don't worry about that .

Subject : The more bodyguards he has, the more easier it is to,

get him .

Subject : The more bodyguards he has the easier it is to get

aim .

Informant : Well, how in the hell do you figure would be the

best way to get him?



Subject : From an office building with a high powered rifle,

how many people does he have going around who look just like

him? Do you know about that?

Informant : No, I never heard that he had anybody .

Subject : He sure has got them .

Informant : He has? . .

448

Subject : He has about 15 . Whenever he goes any place they

(illegible) he knows he is a marked man .

Informant : You think he knows he's a marked man?

Subject : Sure he does . Sure does -- yeah .

Informant : They are really going to try to kill him?

Subject : Oh yeah, it is in the working . Brown, himself . Brown

is just as likely to get him as anybody . He didn't say so, but

he tried to get Martin Luther Ring .

Informant : He did?

Subject : Oh yes . He followed him for miles and miles, and

couldn't get close enough to him . . .

Informant : I never asked Brown about his business or anything,

you know just what he told me, told us, you know . But after

the conversation, and the way he talked to us, there is no

question in my mind who knocked the church off in Birmingham,
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you can believe that, that is the way I figured it .

Subject : That is right, it is the only way you can figure

it .

Informant : That is right .

Subject : Not being there, not knowing anything .

Informant : But from his conversation, as you and me :snow him,

but if they did, it is their business,, like you say .

Subject : It is up to the individual.

Informant : That is right . They are individual operators, we

don't want that within the party . Hitting this Kennedy is

going to be a hard proposition, I tell you, I believe, you may

have figured out a way to get him . You may have figured out

the office building, and all that . I don't know how them Secret

Service agents cover all them office buildings, or anywhere he

is going . Do you know whether they do that or not?

Subject : Well, if they have any suspicions, they do that, of

course . But without suspicion, chances are that they wouldn't .

You take there in Washington, of course . It is the wrong time

of year, but you take pleasant weather, he comes out on the

veranda, there, and somebody could be in a hotel room across the

way there, and pick him off just like -- (fades out) .

Informant : Is that right?
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Subject : Sure disassemble a gun, get on out . You don't have

to take a gun up there . You can take it up in pieces, all those

guns come knock down . You can take them apart -- . . . .

Informant : Boy, if that Kennedy gets shot, we have got to know

where we are at . Because, you know, that will be a real shake,

if they do that .

Subject : They wouldn't leave any stone unturned there, no way .

They will pick up somebody within hours afterwards, if anything

like that would happen just to throw the public off .

Informant : Oh, somebody is going to have to go to jail, if

he gets killed .

Subject : Just like that Bruno Wauptman in the Lindberg case,

you know . . .
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Chauffeurs-

. ?resident_(1) . Drivers for both the-and the _
protective detail must be competent
.operators who have been carefully trained
in the . specific techniques of protective
driving

(2)

	

The.drivers should also be well versed
in,the general principles of protection

-

	

to~assure that the automobiles will be
maneuvered to facilitate the protective
effort .

(a)The driver of the ?resident's car
should be alert for dangers and

- be able to take instant action
when instructed or otherwise T.ad&
aware of an emergency .

Examples -

In 1916 an attempt was made to
assassinate the Premier of
Japan when two bombs were
thrown at his car . The Chauf-
feur saw one bomb about to be-
thrown and suddenly speeded
uD so the bomb fell and ex-
_61oded behind the ca: . The
other bomb failed to explode_

In 1914 Archduke erdinand of
Austria was assassinated when
his chauffeur, through negli-
gence, turned down a wrong
street, became confused and
stopped the ca= prior to tun-
ing around in the middle of
the 'street .

	

'While the car was
stopped, the assassin ran up
and shot the Archduke .

(b) The driver of the protective escort
cars must be alert to assure that
the protective detail is always
in close contact with the ?resident's
car .

Examples -



a,
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In 1933 the ex-orerier of
Greece was assassinated when
the. attackers forced their - ".-_3.;
car in between the ex=prernier!s=
car.,and the protective escort' ::--
vehicle and. killed him by

	

-=`
firing - a hail of shots through'
the

	

_backof his car..

In 1921 the premier, of Spain ~!
was assassinated when a motor=-
cycle with a sidecar carrying
three men was allowed to draw :-
alongside the premier's car
2nd. fire a volley - of shots
throug:z the side of the car.

The efficiency of the protection is
hindered if the protective detail does
not have complete confidence in the
ability o£ the drivers to control their
vehicles in exact coordination with the
protective movements .

Drivers should have training in auto
maintenance and trouble shooting_

(a)

	

To pezzit quick diagnosis and pos-
sible correction of minor trouble
encountered on the road .

(b)

	

To permit their personal determi-
nation that equipment is in satis-
factory operating condition st -
all times .

(c)

	

To permit recognition 'of noises
or signs of impending breakdown.

(d) To permit frequent inspections and.
recognition of alterations or
added accessories that. might indi-
cate covert tampering.

Mounting and Dismounting Moving Automobiles

(1.) No attempt should be made to mount a
rapidly moving vehicle Winless it is
equipped with running boards or other
suitable external standing areas .



STATE OP Texas,-
County of Dallas, so .:
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- - n'W~,: AFFIDAVTT OF THO)L%.S J. KELLEY 1

The following affidavit war.executed by Thomas J . Kelley on June 1, 1984. -
PRESIDENTTi C03L1rIISSION' ' . ., .
ON THE ASSASSINATION OF-

	

..
AFFIDAVIT

PRESIDEDIT'J_OHN F: KE.YaEDY-_ .._-.;.;.- __ . . .

	

~y	_
Crrr OF .WA89Merotr,

	

..-
District of Columbia,": .

	

" +y "~ _

	

. . .-.

	

. . .:.

	

_ .

	

-

I, Thomas J: Kelley, being first duly sworn do upon oath depose and state :
I am an Inspector in the United States Secret Service assigned to Secret

Service Headquarters in Washington, D.C . On November 22, 1983, I was not
in the City. of, Dallas at the, time of the assassination of president John F.
Kennedy. --hwas instructed through Deputy Chief Paul Paterni to go to Dallas
directly from- Lexington, Kentucky, where I had been engaged in a special
assignment and arrived on Friday evening in Dallas at approximately 10 :30 p.m .

I attended a total of four interviews with Lee Harvey Oswald, all of which
were held in the office of Captain J. W. Fritz of the Homicide Bureau of the
Dallas Poltco- Department Three of these interviews occurred on November 23
and the fourth on November 24. (Prior to my arrival in Dallas, Oswald had
been interrogated on November 2?-)
Subsequent to . these interviews I dictated summaries from my notes of the

subJect matter discussed and these dictated summaries were transmitted to
Chief James J. Rowley on November 29 and December 1, 1983.

Copies of these written summaries are attached to this affidavit as exhibit
A and incorporated by reference herein and made a part hereof. The summary
of my last interview with Oswald which occurred on Sunday, November 24, 196;3,
was the first portion of a four-page memorandum which included in addition
to the report of the interview, my report on the circumstances immediately
following the murder of Lee Harvey Oswald.

I hereby certify that the attached memoranda constitute my total written
memoranda of the interviews with Lee Harvey Oswald at which I was present
I have no additional recollection at this time which I can add to the attached
memoranda. I further certify that these memoranda accurately summarize
my notes and recollections from these interviews.
Dated this 1st day of June1983.

AFFIDAVIT OF J. W. FRITZ

The Spent Rifle Sails

(S)

	

Thomas J. Kelley,
T80mAsJ. K&LLzr.

The following affidavit was executed by J . W. Fritz on June 9, 1984.
PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION
ON THE ASSASSINATION OF

	

AFFIDAVIT
PRESIDENT JOHN F. KENNEDY

	

-

Before me, Mary Rattan, a Notary Public in and for said County, State of
Texas, on this day personally appeared J . W. Fritz, Dallas Police Department,
who, after being by me duly sworn, on oath deposes and says : I wish to supple-
ment the evidence given by me on Wednesday, April 20, 198% before the
President's Commission on the Assassination of President Kennedy, as follows :

Three spent rifle hulls were found under the window In the southeast corner
of the 6th floor of the Texas School Book Depository Building, Dallas, Texas,
on the afternoon of November 22, 1963 . When the officers called me to this
window, I asked them not to move the shells nor touch them until Lt . Day of the
Dallas Police Department could make pictures of the hulls showing where they
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~fFFmavrr OF RONALD G: WI'rTMUS

_, The following affidavit was executed by Ronald G . Wittmns on July 30,1984.
^PRESI'DENT'S C0311SSION' .

	

_ .- .i

	

.__.. -. _- ... -, . .
ON THMASSASSINATION OF

	

-AFFIDAVIT .'
_. _'.PRESIDENT JOHN F. KENNEDY

Disaster OF COLTIVERI.A. 88 : .

.- I,. Ronald G- Wittmus,, have reviewed the testimony of Sebastian Francis
-Latona before The- President's Commission on the Assassination of President;
Kennedy and I agree with the conclusions stated therein .

	

--
I have conducted independent examinations of the items which were the

subject of Mr. . Latona's testimony and on the basis of these independent craml-
nations I reached the same conclusions reached by Sebastian Francis Latona . .
_ .. Signed this 30th dayof July 1984, at Washington, D.C.

	

.

	

- _

	

-_
._ -- (S)

	

Ronald G. Wittmus, ., -
_,_ . =, . . :

	

-

	

.

	

-

	

_ . . . ._ . RO1fAIA G: W.:YZ+uIIe.,- .

The following affidavit was executed by Thomas J. Kelley on July 30, 1904.
PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION
ON THE ASSASSINATION OF

	

AFFIDAVIT
PRESIDENT JOHN F . KENNEDY
DrsTwcT or CoLmcma ss :

DISTRICT of COLL"UaA ss :

AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS J. KELLEY

I, Thomas J . Kelley, being duly sworn say
L I am an Inspector in the United States Secret Service assigned to Secret

Service Headquarters in Washington, D.C .
2. On November 24, 1963, I attended the interrogation of Lee Harvey Oswald

in the Dallas Police Station . Those present included : Captain. Fritz ; Forrest
Sorrels of the Umited States Secret Service ; Postal Inspector Harry Holmes ;
and several Dallas Police Officet9.
3 . It is my recollection that during this interrogation, Oswald was not asked

about nor did he speak of a trip that he took to Mexico or plans that be had
to go to Cuba.

Signed this 30th day of July 1964, at Washington, D.C.
(S)

	

Thomas J . Kelley,
THomds J . KELLur.
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AFFIDAVIT OF ROBERT A. FRAZIER

The following affidavit was executed by Robert A. Frazier on July 31, 1984 .
PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION
ON THE ASSASSINATION OF

	

AFFIDAVIT
PRESIDENT JOHN F. KENNEDY

I, Robert A. Frazier, Special Agent of the Federal Bureau of Investigation,
do hereby state that I have reviewed the testimonies of Cortlandt Cunningham
on March 1 and April 1, 1964, before the President's Commission on the as-
sassination of President John F. Kennedy and I agree with the conclusions stated
therein .
I do hereby state that I conducted independent examinations of the items

which were the subject of air . Cunningham's testimonies and that on the basis
of these independent examinations, I reached the same conclusions reached by
Mr. Cunningham .
Signed this 31st day of July 1964, at Washington, D.C .

(S)

	

Robert A. Frazier,
ROBERT A. FaAzma.
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Chairman STOKES. Is there anything further?
Mr. MATTHEWS. I have nothing further .
Chairman STOKES . Mr. Rowley, at the conclusion of a witnesss'

testimony before this committee the witness is entitled to 5 min-
utes in which he may explain or comment upon his testimony in
any way.

I would like to at this time extend to you 5 minutes for that
purpose .
Chief ROWLEY. I am very grateful for the interest shown by the

committee and for the opportunity to meet with you in reviewing
the assassination and the subsequent investigation .

I have tried to recall facts and activities which took place to the
best of my ability . Obviously, time has not helped to make personal
recollections clearer and I hope you will understand that certainly
my knowledge and recollections are not as precise as they once
were .

I would like to add, however, that the investigation of the
Warren Commission has been most helpful to the Secret Service
and throughout my tenure as Director of the Secret Service, the
interest and support and recommendations of the Congress were
extremely helpful, and I am certain my successor, Mr. Knight,
shares this high regard .
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman STOKES . Thank you very much, Mr. ROWLEY. We ap-

preciate your appearing here today and the testimony that you
have given to this select committee of the House .
With that, you are excused, sir.
Chief ROWLEY. Thank you, sir.
Chairman STOKES . There will be a meeting of the full committee

in executive session at 5 p.m. this evening in H-328 . The next
public meeting of the committee will be at 9 a.m . tomorrow morn-
ing.
The Chair now adjourns the meeting to 5 p.m. this evening in

executive session .
[Whereupon, at 3:30 p.m., the committee recessed, to reconvene

in executive session at 5 p.m.]




